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It was late 1999. The internet existed, but 
not then as we know it now. Indeed, at 
the stage yours truly purchased his first 
computer, back in 1990, only around 
2,000 New Zealanders had dial-up 
access to the forerunner of the internet. 
I was one of the 2,000. Telecom’s Xtra 
service did not arrive until 1995.

In 1994 Bill Gates had unleashed 
his vision of “the information super-
highway”, but at dial-up speeds that 
was a nineties pipe-dream, a promise 
of things to come. To give you a little 
perspective, in Auckland, 1995, a 1.7 
Mb video file took around six hours to 
download, assuming your phone line 
didn’t drop out at some point. State 
of the art computers in those days 
had “huge” 250 Mb hard drives; that’s 
megabytes, my friends, not gigabytes.

The idea of publishing a magazine 
online, even in 1999, was laughable. 
Print was where the business was.

Yet here we are today, on the edge 
of tomorrow. We have seen the future 
and it is us. Print is becoming a luxury 
item, and magazines are becoming 
harder to find in stores. Online is 
where more New Zealanders now get 

On the edge of tomorrow
Around this time 14 years ago, a group of journalists and investors gathered in a 
suburban Auckland home to discuss their vision for a new current affairs magazine in 
the New Zealand market. The premise was simple: a serious gap in the market existed 
for a magazine that carried out serious investigative journalism.

Print is becoming a luxury item, and 
magazines are becoming harder 

to find in stores

Editor

their news. For every one of you read-
ing this somewhere in print form, 10 
or 20 more people are engaging with 
us online, and every week that goes by 
more people are joining the website. 
From this month we’ve made it even 
easier to do that.

Commencing now, all of our maga-
zine content is being made available 
in the Subscriber-only section of our 
website, www.investigatemagazine.
co.nz, and in addition we are publish-
ing a daily briefing of news stories 
and articles automatically delivered to 
inboxes of people who sign up for it. 
The daily briefing is free, but you have 
to register by going to the website and 
clicking on the “Follow” tab at the bot-
tom of the screen.

Most content is republished in full, 
some is behind a paywall. If you are 
an existing print subscriber and would 
like to access this content for free, con-
tact us by email for login details.

There are readers of Investigate all 
over the world, accessing what began 
as a print magazine in a variety of dif-
ferent formats today. Within 24 hours 
of our daily briefings going live, we 

already had a subscriber from one of 
Canada’s state governments.

Print journalism as a format may be 
going through some interesting times 
at present, but changing formats are 
something we all have to get used to. 
Once upon a time we scribbled the 
news on the cave walls after the hunt; it 
took thousands of years before papyrus 
scrolls gave way to paper and then to 
the printing press.

A hundred years ago 78rpm gramo-
phones were all the rage; today it’s mp3 
format and iTunes. The media formats 
change, but the substance remains 
the same. Our currency remains 
information.

There will be a print Investigate for 
the foreseeable future, but the reality is 
that retailers are cutting the amount of 
space they allocate to print magazines. 
With fewer outlets stocking ours and 
many other popular magazines, they 
are getting harder to find. Which is 
why websites have become the new 
point of engagement.

Register at investigatemagazine.co.nz, 
set up your own login and password, 
and find out what you’ve been missing.

http://www.investigatemagazine.co.nz
http://www.investigatemagazine.co.nz
http://investigatemagazine.co.nz
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THE AIR THAT I BREATHE
“Ever since life appeared on Earth, it 
has been nourished by four natu-
ral atmospheric gases – nitrogen, 
oxygen, water vapour and carbon 
dioxide. We breathe these gases 
every day and carbon dioxide is the 
plant food that supports all life on 
earth.

“The taxes on carbon dioxide have 
thus achieved the politicians’ dream 
– taxing the air we breathe and the 
food we eat.”

Viv Forbes 

Chairman,  

The Carbon Sense Coalition

www.carbon-sense.com

CHICKEN LITTLE LOSING CRED
Mother earth and nature are 
extremely powerful. Even the hum-
ble flu bug has ways of mutating 
and re-establishing at an alarming 
rate, despite scientists’ attempted 
full force of knowledge. (So called) 
Eminent scientists told us 15 years 
ago that the arctic ice cap will not 
exist in 2013. The arctic cap is 60% 
bigger than last year. 

The earth has had a stable temp 
for the last decade. We are a micro-
scopic pin head in evolution. Where 
are the doomsayers now? Very quiet. 
In five more years they’ll dream up a 
new scare. The whole thing is a con 
designed by socialist governments 
to create fear and raise yet more 
taxes. 

Doug Harvey, via Facebook

ON THE 60% INCREASE  
IN ARCTIC ICE
I love our media... Always happy to 
tell us one Pacific Island is sinking 
because the ice caps are melting 
after our warmest winter in 100 
years... But when it comes to telling 
the truth – It’s a different story!

Les Hole, via Facebook

IPCC ADMITS WRONG  
ABOUT WARMING
Can I take it now that the IPCC and 
the wonderful claims of CO2 AGW/
CC ‘robust science’, now mean any 
IPCC reports were only worthwhile 
being used for toilet paper. Just as COVER: NEWSCOM/MAXPPP

Communiques

Poetry

we always knew they were. From 
day one?

Gross over exaggerations, utter 
junk science and politicised pro-
paganda of very little ‘Real World’ 
reality.

R Kurtz, via InvestigateDaily.com

EVE’S BITE A HIT
I picked up a copy of Eve’s Bite and I 
just want to say that I found it fasci-
nating and was enthralled with it. I 
have been manically posting quotes 
from the book on Facebook and a 
heap of my friends want to buy a 
copy. Thanks for writing such an 
excellent book. 

Jenna Priest, via email

ANOTHER HAPPY EVE’S BITER
Only 1/3 rd of the way through your 
book. I don’t, ever, contact authors, 
but this is a brilliant book. You “get 
it” and you get it across, very well.

I have just moved here from South 
Africa and I think my awareness 
of our situation and, consequently, 
that of the world is heightened, as 
a result. Even more so, then, that I 
think it is a brilliant book!!!

Tyrone Bayman, via email

The Old Dog
I see them scamper in the afternoon.
The leashes are untied at six o’clock.
A woman throws a ball and off they run:
the rainbow world is flaming in the park.

For a flying hour of flowered, social bliss
a dog will sit all day and not be bored,
and ask no more than a grimy ball to chase,
the daily bowl, a biscuit and a friendly word.

There once I raced and barked as they do now.
My sinews catch. These days my flint bones 
ache.
But now my man brings out his trailer bike:

my back paws spring once more as long ago.
He rides me there and I sit in the back
and wave a lordly paw at terrier and Peke.

David Greagg

http://www.carbon-sense.com
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So it was inevitable that the cash-
strapped Times would eventually figure 
it might as well eliminate the middle 
man and hire the enlightened strong-
man direct. Hence Vladimir Putin’s 
impressive debut on the op-ed page 
this month.

It pains me to have to say that the 
versatile Vlad makes a much better 
columnist than I’d be a KGB tor-
turer. His “plea for caution” was an 
exquisitely masterful parody of liberal 
bromides far better than most of the 
Times’ in-house writers can produce 
these days. He talked up the U.N. and 
international law, was alarmed by U.S. 
military intervention, and worried 
that America was no longer seen as “a 
model of democracy” but instead as 
erratic cowboys “cobbling coalitions 
together under the slogan ‘you’re either 
with us or against us.’” He warned 
against chest-thumping about “Ameri-
can exceptionalism,” pointing out that, 
just like America’s grade-school class-

rooms, in the international community 
everyone is exceptional in his own way.

All this the average Times reader 
would find entirely unexceptional. 
Indeed, it’s the sort of thing a young 
Senator Obama would have been writ-
ing himself a mere five years ago. Putin 
even appropriated the 2008 Obama’s 
core platitude: “We must work together 
to keep this hope alive.” In the bio-
graphical tag at the end, the Times edi-
tors informed us: “Vladimir V. Putin 
is the president of Russia.” But by this 
stage, one would not have been sur-
prised to see: “Vladimir V. Putin is the 
author of the new memoir The Audac-
ity of Vlad, which he will be launching 
at a campaign breakfast in Ames, Iowa, 
this weekend.” 

As Iowahawk ingeniously summed 
it up, Putin is “now just basically doing 
donuts in Obama’s front yard.” It’s not 
just that he can stitch him up at the 
G-8, G-20, Gee-don’t-tell-me-you’re-
coming-back-for-more, and turn 

the leader of the free world into the 
planet’s designated decline-and-fall-
guy, but he can slough off crappy third-
rate telepromptered mush better than 
you community-organizer schmucks, 
too. Let’s take it as read that Putin 
didn’t write this himself any more than 
Obama wrote that bilge he was drown-
ing in that Tuesday night, when he 
took to the airwaves to argue in favor 
of the fierce urgency of doing some-
thing about gassed Syrian moppets 
but not just yet. Both guys are using 
writers, but Putin’s are way better 
than Obama’s – and English isn’t even 
their first language. With this op-ed 
Tsar Vlad is telling Obama: The world 
knows you haven’t a clue how to play 
the Great Game or even what it is, but 
the only parochial solipsistic dweeby 
game you do know how to play I can 
kick your butt all over town on, too.

This is what happens when you elect 
someone because he looks cool stand-
ing next to Jay-Z. Putin is cool mainly 
in the sense that Yakutsk in February 
is. In American pop-culture terms, he 
is a faintly ridiculous figure, with his 
penchant for homoerotic shirtlessness, 
his nipples entering the room like an 
advance security team; the celebrities 
he attracts are like some rerun chan-
nel way up the end of the dial: Goldie 
Hawn was in the crowd when Putin, 
for no apparent reason, sang “I found 
my thrill on Blueberry Hill,” which 
Goldie seemed to enjoy. In reality, 

Mark Steyn

Get a better speech writer
For generations, eminent  New York Times wordsmiths have swooned over foreign 
strongmen, from Walter Duranty’s Pulitzer-winning paeans to the Stalinist utopia to 
Thomas L. Friedman’s more recent effusions to the “enlightened” Chinese Politburo.

Putin has pulled off something incredible: 
He’s gotten Washington to anoint him as 

the international community’s official 
peacemaker, even as he assists Iran in going 

nuclear and keeping their blood-soaked 
Syrian client in his presidential palace
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Putin finds his thrill by grabbing 
Obama’s blueberries and squeezing 
hard. Cold beats cool.

Charles Crawford, Britain’s former 
ambassador in Serbia and Poland, 
called the Monday of deadline week 
“the worst day for U.S. and wider 
Western diplomacy since records 
began.” Obama set it in motion at a 
press conference last year by drawing 
his famous “red line.” Unlike, say, the 
undignified scrums around the Cana-
dian and Australian prime ministers, 
Obama doesn’t interact enough with 
the press for it to become normal or 
real. So at this rare press conference he 
was, as usual, playing a leader who’s 
giving a press conference. The “red 
line” line sounds like the sort of thing 
a guy playing a president in a movie 
would say – maybe Harrison Ford 
in Air Force One or Michael Douglas 
in The American President. It never 
occurred to him that out there in the 
world beyond the Republic of Cool 
he’d set an actual red line and some 
dime-store dictator would cross it 
with impunity. So, for most of the last 
month, the bipartisan foreign-policy 
establishment has assured us that, 
regardless of whether it will accom-
plish anything, we now have to fire 
missiles at a sovereign nation because 
“America’s credibility is at stake.”

This is diplomacy for post-moderns: 
The more you tell the world that you 
have to bomb Syria to preserve your 
credibility, the less credible any bomb-
ing raid on Syria is going to be – espe-
cially when your leaders are reduced 
to negotiating the precise degree of 
military ineffectiveness necessary to 
maintain that credibility. In London, 
John Kerry, America’s secretary of 
state, capped his own impressive four-
decade accumulation of magnificently 
tin-eared sound bites by assuring his 
audience that the military devasta-
tion the superpower would wreak on 
Assad would be “unbelievably small.” 
Actually, the problem is that it will be 
all too believably small. The late Milton 
Berle, when challenged on his rumored 
spectacular endowment, was wont to 
respond that he would only take out 
just enough to win. In London, Kerry 
took out just enough to lose.

In the Obama era, to modify Teddy 

Roosevelt, America chatters unceas-
ingly and carries an unbelievably small 
stick. In this, the wily Putin saw an 
opening, and offered a “plan” so absurd 
that even Obama’s court eunuchs in 
the media had difficulty swallowing it. 
A month ago, Assad was a reviled war 
criminal and Putin his arms dealer. 
Now, Putin is the honest broker and 
Obama’s partner for peace, and the 
war criminal is at the negotiating table 
with his chances of survival better than 
they’ve looked in a year. On the same 
day the U.S. announced it would sup-
ply the Syrian rebels with light arms 
and advanced medical kits, Russia 
announced it would give Assad’s bud-
dies in Iran the S-300 ground-to-air 
weapons system and another nuclear 
reactor.

Putin has pulled off something 
incredible: He’s gotten Washington to 
anoint him as the international com-
munity’s official peacemaker, even as 
he assists Iran in going nuclear and 
keeping their blood-soaked Syrian cli-
ent in his presidential palace. Already, 
under the “peace process,” Putin and 
Assad are running rings around the 
dull-witted Kerry, whose Botoxi-
cated visage embodies all too well the 
expensively embalmed state of the 
superpower.

As for Putin’s American-exception-

alism crack, he was attacking less the 
concept than Obama’s opportunist 
invocation of it as justification for 
military action in Syria. Nevertheless, 
Democrats and Republicans alike took 
the bait. Eager to mend bridges with 
the base after his amnesty bill, Marco 
Rubio insisted at National Review 
Online that America was still, like, 
totally exceptional.

Sorry, this doesn’t pass muster even 
as leaden, staffer-written codswallop. 
It’s not the time – not when you’re a 
global joke, not when every American 
ally is cringing with embarrassment at 
the amateurishness of the last month. 
Nobody, friend or foe, wants to hear 
about American exceptionalism when 
the issue is American ineffectualism. 
On CBS, Bashar Assad called the U.S. 
government “a social-media adminis-
tration.” He’s got a better writer than 
Obama, too. America is in danger 
of being the first great power to be 
laughed off the world stage. When the 
president’s an irrelevant narcissist and 
his secretary of state’s a vainglorious 
buffoon, Marco Rubio shouldn’t be 
telling the world don’t worry, the other 
party’s a joke, too.

Mark Steyn is the author of After 

America: Get Ready for Armageddon.  

© 2013 Mark Steyn
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Prison does work
Notwithstanding a recent spate of murders, violent crime in New Zealand is falling, 
for the first time in more than a generation. This has prompted renewed calls from 
the left to reduce our supposedly high rate of imprisonment – it actually isn’t that 
high, but more of that later. 

David Garrett

We are also asked to consider making 
prisons kinder gentler places; places 
which inmates are reluctant to leave. The 
problem is this has all been tried before, 
and proved to be a dismal failure.

First, some statistics. It is often 
claimed that we have the second high-
est imprisonment rate in the western 
world, second only to the USA. Endless 
repetition does not make this false 
claim any more true. The US impris-
ons about 800 people per hundred 
thousand of population – the measure 
which allows us to compare New York 
with New Plymouth. Our rate is about 
200/100,000. Among European coun-
tries we are about sixth on the “impris-
onment per 100,000” table, and about 
seventh or eight in the OECD.

But imprisonment per 100,000 is 
meaningless unless you also consider 
how much crime there is in any given 
society, and how many criminals are 
imprisoned as a result. Obviously, if 
you have a society with a low level of 

crime and a very high level of impris-
onment, it can be argued that is a very 
punitive society. When the calculation 
is on the basis of how many crimes 
are dealt with by imprisonment, New 
Zealand drops down still further in 
the ratings. We are 15th – behind such 
countries as Ireland, Spain, Greece, 
and Italy, none of those being countries 
which are known as having draconian 
imprisonment regimes.

The amount of crime generally is 
much greater than it was a generation 
or so ago. For most of the 20th century, 
we were a very low crime nation. That 
began to change in the 1960’s, and 
our crime rate grew exponentially 
after the early ‘70’s. Our homicide rate 
also increased greatly; less than 1 per 
100,000 for most of the 20th century, 
reaching a peak of about 2.5/100,000 
in the mid 1990’s. Crime rates overall, 
and violent crime in particular, have 
declined somewhat since then, but that 
is no great cause for celebration. Our 

crime rate is more than 10 times what 
it once was, and our homicide rate is 
about three times what it was for most 
of the 20th century.

So what is prison really like for New 
Zealand criminals, and how does their 
lot compare with other similar societ-
ies? Are our prisons horrible hell holes 
where prisoners are treated harshly, 
or are they the “holiday camps” as 
claimed by some on the right? They 
are in fact neither. While the “worst of 
the worst” – such as William Bell and 
Graeme Burton – are held in draco-
nian conditions in Paremoremo, most 
sentenced prisoners live in what could 
best be described as spartan but secure 
motor camps.

Despite the double bunking intro-
duced a few years ago, most prison-
ers have their own cell, or hut, which 
is small but not cramped. Those in 
a prison such as Rimutaka or Wiri 
womens’ have cameras in their cells – as 
much for their own protection as any-
thing else. Those in less secure prisons 
– such as Wanganui, Paremoremo West 
or Arohata – live in huts surrounding a 
grass quadrangle, which becomes a rec-
reation ground during the day. Lower 
classification prisoners are allowed a TV 
if their family or someone else on the 
outside provides one. 

All prisoners are adequately fed with 
nutritious but basic meals. Punish-
ment by way of bread and water or 

Three square meals a day cooked by someone 
else before retiring to a centrally heated cell  

is no doubt quite an attractive prospect if the 
alternative is existing on the dole in some God 

forsaken small town in the middle of winter
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even “number one diet” are long gone. 
Except in maximum security, prisoners 
are able to buy sweets and other treats. 
Prisons are all centrally heated – justi-
fied on the grounds that if they had 
individual heaters they would smash 
them or use the parts for nefarious 
purposes. The fact that many pension-
ers exist on an inadequate diet and go 
to bed at 7pm in the winter because 
they can’t afford to heat their houses 
never seems to be a consideration when 
deciding how prisoners should be fed 
and housed.

Within our prisons there is a clear 
demarcation between prisoners and 
officers, although the line is much less 
clear than in prisons in the United 
States. In that country, “prison” means 
a state instiution where – in general – 
prisoners are sent for sentences greater 
than one year. “Jail” is a city or county 
institution which holds remand prison-
ers, and those serving sentences of a 
year or less.

Even in jail, prisoners can be pun-
ished for literally stepping over the 
line when they are being moved, or 
for speaking when they have not been 
spoken to. The level of respect shown 
to officers – whether it be superficial or 
not – in US jails and prisons is mark-
edly different from that seen in New 
Zealand prisons.

Kim Workman, prison reformer 
and born again Christian, says we 
should change our prison environment 
to make it more like Scandinavian 
countries – Norway is the latest model 
we apparently ought to follow. There, 
prisoners are positively encouraged to 
fraternize with guards, who they call 
by their first names. Cells have locks 
– but prisoners have a key to them. 
Prisoners have apparently cried when 
they have had to leave because their 
sentence is up.

This is entirely believable. New 
Zealand offenders have been known 
to commit an offence and wait for the 
police to arrive. Three square meals 
a day cooked by someone else before 
retiring to a centrally heated cell is no 
doubt quite an attractive prospect if 
the alternative is existing on the dole in 
some God forsaken small town in the 
middle of winter.

What Workman and his ilk don’t say 

is the “Scandinavian model” has been 
tried here before, and been a dismal 
failure. He Ara Hou (A new way) was 
an experiment conducted by Work-
man when he was Head of Prisons in 
the late 1980’s. Under He Ara Hou the 
wearing of rank insignia by officers was 
discouraged, and prisoners no longer 
had to wear uniforms. Guards were 
encouraged to become involved with 
inmates and their rehabilitation pro-
grammes. Staff and inmates sometimes 
played together on the same sports 
teams, organized plays and concerts 
together, and were often on first name 
or nickname terms with each other. 
Some officers signed prisoners out, and 
took them on excursions on their days 
off. All very Scandinavian.

The early result of He Ara Hou were 
encouraging – a reduction in escapes 
and a 75% reduction in misconduct 
reports. But the sunny stats and good 
news stories hid what was really going 
on. By 1993 there were increasing 
instances of illegal trading in contra-
band between staff and prisoners – 
including drug dealing – and inap-
propriate relations between staff and 
inmates, including sexual relations. 
The escape of two high profile pris-
oners from Paremoremo showed up 

serious uncorrected flaws in security 
procedures. On top of this, at the end 
of 1993 Workman resigned. 

Twenty years later this “new way” 
is once again being touted as the way 
forward. This despite the fact that poli-
cies followed over the last ten years or 
so have clearly been working, because 
crime is decreasing. Workman and 
his fellow travelers of course say that 
“other factors” have caused the decline 
in crime, just as liberal academics in 
the US searched feverishly for “the real 
reason” crime declined sharply in that 
country from the early 1990’s. 

Any reason would do, so long as it 
wasn’t more punitive polices: sentence 
enhancement laws such as “three 
strikes”, and more comprehensive 
policing, most notably the “broken 
windows” policing for which New York 
City became famous.

We are at a crucial watershed in 
New Zealand. Crime is decreasing. 
Our prison population is stable, but 
a greater and greater proportion of 
inmates are inside for violent offend-
ing as a result of “three strikes”. We 
have been down the Scandinavian 
path before, and it was a disaster. The 
last thing we need is to repeat that 
experience.
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A Response To The UN IPCC Report
The latest UN climate report is out and being hyped 
and exaggerated by daily news media. But keeping the 
IPCC honest is the NIPCC, the independent scientific 
body that has released its own climate report based 
on the latest peer-reviewed science. Here are the 
highlights from its Summary for Policymakers

GOING 
COOL
On Climate Change
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TALKING POINT 1
Summary of NIPCC’s Findings1

Atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) 
is a mild greenhouse gas that exerts a 
diminishing warming effect as its con-
centration increases. Doubling the con-
centration of atmospheric CO2 from 
its pre-industrial level, in the absence 
of other forcings and feedbacks, would 
likely cause a warming of ~0.3 to 1.1°C, 
almost 50% of which must already have 
occurred.

A few tenths of a degree of additional 
warming, should it occur, would not 
represent a climate

crisis. Model outputs published in 
successive IPCC reports since 1990 
project a doubling of CO2 could cause 
warming of up to 6°C by 2100. Instead, 
global warming ceased around the end 
of the twentieth century and was fol-
lowed (since 1997) by 16 years of stable 
temperature.

Over recent geological time, Earth’s 
temperature has fluctuated naturally 

Earth has not warmed significantly 
for the past 16 years despite an 8% 
increase in atmospheric CO2, which 
represents 34% of all extra CO2 added 
to the atmosphere since the start of the 
industrial revolution.

CO2 is a vital nutrient used by plants 
in photosynthesis. Increasing CO2 in 
the atmosphere “greens” the planet and 
helps feed the growing human popula-
tion. No close correlation exists between 
temperature variation over the past 150 
years and human related CO2 emissions. 
The parallelism of temperature and CO2 
increase between about 1980 and 2000 
AD could be due to chance and does not 
necessarily indicate causation.

The causes of historic global warm-
ing remain uncertain, but significant 
correlations exist between

climate patterning and multidecadal 
variation and solar activity over the 
past few hundred years. Forward 
projections of solar cyclicity imply the 
next few decades may be marked by 

between about +4°C and -6°C with 
respect to twentieth century tempera-
ture. A warming of 2°C above today, 
should it occur, falls within the bounds 
of natural variability.

Though a future warming of 2°C 
would cause geographically varied 
ecological responses, no evidence 
exists that those changes would be net 
harmful to the global environment or 
to human well-being.

At the current level of ~400 ppm 
we still live in a CO2-starved world. 
Atmospheric levels 15 times greater 
existed during the Cambrian Period 
(about 550 million years ago) without 
known adverse effects.

The overall warming since about 
1860 corresponds to a recovery from 
the Little Ice Age modulated by natural 
multidecadal cycles driven by ocean-
atmosphere oscillations, or by solar 
variations at the de Vries (~208 year) 
and Gleissberg (~80 year) and shorter 
periodicities.
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Deterministic climate models have inherent 
properties that make dynamic predictability 

impossible; introduction of techniques to deal 
with this (notably parameterization) introduces 

bias into model projections

global cooling rather than warming, 
despite continuing CO2 emissions.

TALKING POINT 2
IPCC’s Three Lines of Argument
GLOBAL CLIMATE MODEL 
PROJECTIONS
IPCC modelers assume Global Climate 
Models (GCMs) are based on a perfect 
knowledge of all climate forcings and 
feedbacks. They then assert:
•	A doubling of atmospheric CO2 

would cause warming of up to 6°C.
•	Human-related CO2 emissions 

caused an atmospheric warming of 
at least 0.3°C over the past 15 years.

•	Enhanced warming (a “hot spot”) 
should exist in the upper tropo-
sphere in tropical regions.

•	Both poles should have warmed 
faster than the rest of Earth during 
the late twentieth century.

Postulates
Postulates are statements that assume 
the truth of an underlying fact that has 
not been independently confirmed or 
proven. The IPCC postulates:
•	The warming of the twentieth cen-

tury cannot be explained by natural 
variability.

•	The late twentieth century warm 
peak was of greater magnitude than 
previous natural peaks.

•	Increases in atmospheric CO2 
precede, and then force, parallel 
increases in temperature.

•	Solar forcings are too small to 
explain twentieth century warming.

•	A future warming of 2°C or more 
would be net harmful to the bio-
sphere and human wellbeing.

Circumstantial Evidence
Circumstantial evidence does not bear 
directly on the matter in dispute but 

refers to circumstances from which 
the occurrence of the fact might be 
inferred. The IPCC cites the follow-
ing circumstantial evidence it says is 
consistent with its hypothesis:
•	Unusual melting is occurring in 

mountain glaciers, Arctic sea ice, 
and polar icecaps.

•	Global sea level is rising at an 
enhanced rate and swamping tropi-
cal coral atolls.

•	Droughts, floods, and monsoon 
variability and intensity are 
increasing.

•	Global warming is leading to more, 
or more intense, wildfires, rain-
fall, storms, hurricanes, and other 
extreme weather events.

•	Unusual melting of Boreal perma-
frost or sub-seabed gas hydrates is 
causing warming due to methane 
release.

TALKING POINT 3
Key Facts about Temperature 
Forcings and Feedbacks2

A doubling of CO2 from pre-industrial 
levels (from 280 to 560 ppm) would 
likely produce a temperature forcing of 
3.7 Watts per square metre (W/m2) in 
the lower atmosphere, for about ~1°C of 
prima facie warming.

IPCC models (computer simula-
tions) stress the importance of posi-
tive feedback from increasing water 
vapor and thereby project warming 
of ~3-6°C, whereas empirical (actual 
observational) data indicate an order of 
magnitude less warming of ~0.3-1.0°C.

In ice core samples, changes in tem-
perature precede parallel changes in 
atmospheric CO2 by several hundred 
years; also, temperature and CO2 are 
uncoupled through lengthy portions of 
the historical and geological records; 
therefore CO2 cannot be the primary 

forcing agent for most temperature 
changes.

Atmospheric methane (CH4) levels 
for the past two decades fall well below 
the values projected by the IPCC in 
its Assessment Reports. The IPCC’s 
temperature projections incorporate 
these inflated CH4 estimates and need 
downward revision accordingly.

The melting of permafrost or subma-
rine gas hydrates is not likely to emit 
dangerous amounts of methane at cur-
rent rates of warming.

Nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions are 
expected to fall as CO2 concentrations 
and temperatures rise, indicating it 
acts as a negative climate feedback. 
Other negative feedbacks on climate 
sensitivity that are either discounted 
or underestimated by the IPCC 
include increases in low-level clouds 
in response to enhanced atmospheric 
water vapor, increases in ocean emis-
sions of dimethyl sulphide (DMS), and 
the presence and total cooling effect of 
both natural and industrial aerosols.

TALKING POINT 4
Lack of Evidence for  
Rising Temperatures
The difference in surface temperatures 
between 1942–1995 and 1979–97, as reg-
istered by datasets that represent land, 
oceanic, and atmospheric locations.
LAND SURFACE Global 
(IPCC, HadCRUT) +0.5° C
United States (GISS) ~zero
OCEAN Sea surface temperature 
(SST)1 ~zero
SST Hadley NMAT ~zero
ATMOSPHERE Satellite MSU (1979–
1997) ~zero
Hadley radiosondes (1979–97) ~zero
PROXIES Mostly land surface tem-
perature2 ~zero

Unless otherwise indicated, data is 
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drawn from the nominated govern-
ment agencies.

1.Gouretski et al., GRL, 2012; 
2.Anderson et al., GRL, 2013.

TALKING POINT 5
Key Facts about Global  
Climate Models3

Climate models project an atmospheric 
warming of at least 0.3°C over the past 
15 years; but in fact, temperature stasis 
or slight cooling has occurred.

Climate models project an ocean 
warming of at least 0.2°C since 2000; 
but in fact, no warming is observed.

Climate models project the appear-
ance of an upper troposphere hot-spot 
in tropical regions; but in fact none is 
observed.

Climate models project late twentieth 
century warming should have occurred 
towards both poles; in fact, warming 
was confined to north polar regions.

Climate models generally assume a 
climate sensitivity of 3°C for a doubling 
of CO2 above preindustrial values, 
whereas meteorological observations 
are consistent with a sensitivity of 1°C 
or less.

Climate models underestimate sur-
face evaporation caused by increased 
temperature by a factor of 3, resulting 
in a consequential underestimation of 
global precipitation. Climate models 
also represent aerosol-induced changes 
in infrared (IR) radiation inadequately, 
despite studies showing different 
mineral aerosols (for equal loadings) 
can cause differences in surface IR flux 
between 7 and 25 W/m2.

Deterministic climate models have 
inherent properties that make dynamic 
predictability impossible; introduction 
of techniques to deal with this (notably 
parameterization) introduces bias into 
model projections.

Limitations in computing power 
restrict climate models from resolv-
ing important climate processes; low 
resolution models (accurate to within 
tens of kilometres rather than tens or 
hundreds of metres) fail to capture 
many important regional and lesser-
scale phenomena such as clouds.

Model calibration is faulty, as it 
assumes all temperature rise since the 
start of the industrial revolution has 

resulted from human CO2 emissions; 
in reality, major human-related emis-
sions commenced only in the mid-
twentieth century.

Non-linear climate models exhibit 
chaotic behavior. As a result, indi-
vidual simulations (“runs”) may show 
differing trend values. Internal climate 
oscillations (AMO, PDO, etc.) are 
major features of the historic tempera-
ture record; climate models do not 
even attempt to simulate them.

Similarly, climate models fail to 
incorporate the effects of variations in 
solar magnetic field or in the flux of 
cosmic rays, both of which are known 
to significantly affect climate.

TALKING POINT 6
Key Facts about Surface 
Temperature4

Whether today’s global surface temper-
ature is seen to be part of a warming 
trend depends upon the time period 
considered. Over (climatic) time scales 
of many thousand years, temperature 
is cooling; over the historical (meteo-
rological) time scale of the past century 
temperature has warmed. Over the 
past 16 years, there has been no net 
warming despite an increase in atmo-
spheric CO2 of 8% – which represents 
34% of all human-related CO2 emis-
sions released to the atmosphere since 
the industrial revolution.

Given an atmospheric mixing time 
of ~1 year, the facts just related repre-
sent a test of the dangerous warming 
hypothesis, which test it fails.

Based upon the HadCRUT dataset 
favored by the IPCC, two phases of 
warming occurred during the twen-
tieth century, between 1910–1940 and 
1979–2000, at similar rates of a little 
over 1.5°C/century. The early twenti-
eth century warming preceded major 
industrial carbon dioxide emissions, 
and must be natural; warming dur-
ing the second (prima facie, similar) 
period might incorporate a small 
human-related carbon dioxide effect, 
but warming might also be inflated by 
urban heat island effects.

Other temperature datasets fail 
to record the late twentieth century 
warming seen in the HadCRUT dataset 
(Talking Point 3). There was nothing 

unusual about either the magnitude 
or rate of the late twentieth century 
warming pulses represented on the 
HadCRUT record, both falling well 
within the envelope of known, previ-
ous natural variations.

No empirical (real observational) 
evidence exists to support the assertion 
that a planetary warming of 2°C would 
be net ecologically or economically 
damaging.

TALKING POINT 7
Key Facts about Solar Forcing5

Evidence is accruing that changes in 
Earth’s surface temperature are largely 
driven by variations in solar activity. 
Examples of solar-controlled climate 
change epochs include the Medieval 
Warm Period, Little Ice Age and Early 
Twentieth Century (1910–1940) Warm 
Period.

The Sun may have contributed as 
much as 66% of the observed twen-
tieth century warming, and perhaps 
more. Strong empirical correlations 
have been reported from all around 
the world between solar variability and 
climate indices including temperature, 
precipitation, droughts, floods, stream-
flow, and monsoons.

IPCC models do not incorporate 
important solar factors such as fluctua-
tions in magnetic intensity and overes-
timate the role of human-related CO2 
forcing. The IPCC fails to consider 
the importance of the demonstrated 
empirical relationship between solar 
activity, the ingress of galactic cosmic 
rays, and the formation of low clouds.

The respective importance of the 
Sun and CO2 in forcing Earth climate 
remains unresolved; current climate 
models fail to account for a plethora of 
known Sun-climate connections. The 
recently quiet Sun and extrapolation 
of solar cycle patterns into the future 
suggest a planetary cooling may occur 
over the next few decades.

TALKING POINT 8
Key Facts about the Cryosphere6

Satellite and airborne geophysical 
datasets used to quantify the global 
ice budget are short and the methods 
involved in their infancy, but results to 
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date suggest both the Greenland and 
Antarctic Ice Caps are close to balance.

Deep ice cores from Antarctica and 
Greenland show climate change occurs 
as both major glacial-interglacial cycles 
and as shorter decadal and centennial 
events with high rates of warming and 
cooling, including abrupt temperature 
steps.

Observed changes in temperature, 
snowfall, ice flow speed, glacial extent, 
and iceberg calving in both Green-
land and Antarctica appear to lie 
within the limits of natural climate 
variation. Global sea-ice cover remains 
similar in area to that at the start of 
satellite observations in 1979, with ice 
shrinkage in the Arctic Ocean since 
then being offset by growth around 
Antarctica.

During the past 25,000 years (late 
Pleistocene and Holocene) glaciers 
around the world have fluctuated 
broadly in concert with changing 
climate, at times shrinking to posi-
tions and volumes smaller than today. 
This fact notwithstanding, mountain 
glaciers around the world show a wide 
variety of responses to local climate 
variation, and do not respond to global 
temperature change in a simple, uni-
form way.

Tropical mountain glaciers in 
both South America and Africa have 
retreated in the past 100 years because 
of reduced precipitation (often caused 
by deforestation to clear land for farms 
at the base of mountains like Kiliman-
jaro, which reduces the amount of 
moisture in the local atmosphere and 

hence a reduction in snowfall – Ed.) 
and increased solar radiation; some 
glaciers elsewhere also have retreated 
since the end of the Little Ice Age.

The data on global glacial history 
and ice mass balance do not support 
the claims made by the IPCC that CO2 
emissions are causing most glaciers 
today to retreat and melt.

TALKING POINT 9
Key Facts about the Hydrosphere7

Oceans
Knowledge of local sea-level change 
is vital for coastal management; such 
change occurs at widely variable rates 
around the world, typically between 
about +5 and -5 mm/year. 

Global (eustatic) sea level, knowl-
edge of which has only limited use for 
coastal management, rose at an average 
rate of between 1 and 2 mm/year over 
the past century. Satellite altimeter 
studies of sea-level change indicate 
rates of global rise since 1993 of over 3 
mm/year, but complexities of process-
ing and the infancy of the method 
precludes viewing this result as secure.

Rates of global sea-level change vary 
in decadal and multidecadal ways and 
show neither recent acceleration nor 
any simple relationship with increasing 
CO2 emissions.

Pacific coral atolls are not being 
drowned by extra sea level rise; rather, 
atoll shorelines are affected by direct 
weather and infrequent high tide 
events, ENSO sea level variations, and 
impacts of increasing human popula-
tions (many islands have mined their 
reefs for coral sand to build roads, 
and reef destruction has removed the 
protective barrier against ocean surges, 
hastening erosion – Ed.).

Extra sea-level rise due to heat 
expansion (thermosteric rise) is also 
unlikely given that the Argo buoy 
network shows no significant ocean 
warming over the past 9 years (Knox 
and Douglass, 2010).

Though the range of natural varia-
tion has yet to be fully described, evi-
dence is lacking for any recent changes 
in global ocean circulation that lie out-
side natural variation or were forced by 
human CO2 emissions.
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Monsoons, Droughts, and Floods
Little evidence exists for an overall 
increase in global precipitation during 
the twentieth century independent of 
natural multidecadal climate rhyth-
micity. Monsoon precipitation did 
not become more variable or intense 
during late twentieth century warm-
ing; instead, precipitation responded 
mostly to variations in solar activity.

South American and Asian mon-
soons were more active during the cold 
Little Ice Age and less active during the 
Medieval Warm Period. Neither global 
nor local changes in streamflow have 
been linked to CO2 emissions.

The relationship between drought 
and global warming is weak, since 
severe droughts occurred during both 
the Medieval Warm Period and the 
Little Ice Age.

TALKING POINT 10
Key Facts about Extreme  
Weather Events 8

Air temperature variability decreases 
as mean air temperature rises, on all 
time scales. Therefore the claim that 
global warming will lead to more 
extremes of climate and weather, 
including of temperature itself, seems 
theoretically unsound; the claim is also 
unsupported by empirical evidence.

Although specific regions have 
experienced significant changes in the 
intensity or number of extreme events 
over the twentieth century, for the 
globe as a whole no relationship exists 
between such events and global warm-
ing over the past 100 years.

Observations from across the planet 
demonstrate that droughts have not 
become more extreme or erratic in 
response to global warming. In most 
cases, the worst droughts in recorded 
meteorological history were much 
milder than droughts that occurred 
periodically during much colder times.

There is little to no evidence that 
precipitation will become more vari-
able and intense in a warming world, 
indeed some observations show just 
the opposite.

There has been no significant 
increase in either the frequency or 
intensity of stormy weather in the 
modern era. Despite the supposedly 

“unprecedented” warming of the 
twentieth century, there has been no 
increase in the intensity or frequency 
of tropical cyclones globally or in any 
of the specific ocean basins.

CONCLUSION
Few scientists deny that human activi-
ties can have an effect on local climate 
or that the sum of such local effects 
could hypothetically rise to the level 
of an observable global signal. The key 
questions to be answered, however, 
are whether the human global signal 
is large enough to be measured and if 
it is, does it represent, or is it likely to 
become, a dangerous change outside 
the range of natural variability?

NIPCC’s conclusion, drawn from its 
extensive review of the scientific evi-
dence, is that any human global climate 
signal is so small as to be embedded 
within the background variability of 
the natural climate system and is not 
dangerous. At the same time, global 
temperature change is occurring, as it 
always naturally does. A phase of tem-
perature stasis or cooling has succeeded 
the mild twentieth century warming. It 
is certain that similar natural climate 
changes will continue to occur.

In the face of such facts, the most 
prudent climate policy is to prepare for 
and adapt to dangerous climate events 
and changes regardless of their origin. 
Adaptive planning for future hazard-
ous climate events and change should 
be tailored to provide responses to the 
known rates, magnitudes, and risks of 
natural change. Once in place, these 
same plans will provide an adequate 
response to any human-caused change 
that may or may not emerge.

Policymakers should resist pressure 
from lobby groups to silence scientists 
who question the authority of the IPCC 
to claim to speak for “climate science.” 
Climate Change Reconsidered II: Physi-
cal Science reveals a scientific com-
munity deeply uncertain about the reli-
ability of the IPCC’s computer models, 
its postulates, and its interpretation of 
circumstantial evidence. This criticism 
doesn’t come from a “fringe” of the 
climate science community: It is stated 
plainly and repeated in thousands of 
articles in the peer-reviewed literature.

The distinguished British biologist 
Conrad Waddington wrote in 1941, “It 
is … important that scientists must be 
ready for their pet theories to turn out 
to be wrong. Science as a whole cer-
tainly cannot allow its judgment about 
facts to be distorted by ideas of what 
ought to be true, or what one may hope 
to be true (Waddington, 1941).”

This prescient statement merits care-
ful examination by those who continue 
to assert the fashionable belief, in the 
face of strong empirical evidence to the 
contrary, that human CO2 emissions 
are going to cause dangerous global 
warming.
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n 1998 three USA medical researchers (Doctors 
Ignarro, Furchgott and Murad) were awarded 
the prestigious Nobel (Medicine) Prize “for their 
discoveries concerning the evanescent gas nitric 
oxide as a signalling molecule in the cardiovascu-
lar system”. These discoveries opened a door to a 
new way to prevent most heart disease and strokes. 
This is through therapeutic use of the amino acid, 
L-arginine, which is already part of the normal 
human diet and physiology. The tiny molecule 
nitric oxide (NO) which L-arginine generates, 
makes it easy to prevent most heart disease and 
strokes, and to reverse arterial disease (atheroscle-

You’d think that the Ministry of Health, spending huge 
sums of taxpayer money, would actively promote 
new low cost treatments for things like heart disease, 
wouldn’t you? BRIAN SWALE is surprised to find the 
industry ignoring proven breakthroughs that might 
lower the profits of pharmaceutical companies

GOOD 
HEALTH 
OR GOOD 
FORTUNE?

The Conundrum of 
Heart Health medicine
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Newspapers seem to often have articles reporting 
active people aged in their 40’s who either have 

just died or have been subjected to surgical 
intervention, because of coronary heart disease

rosis and arteriosclerosis), including 
heart disease (cardiovascular disease 
–CVD), where present. 

Heart disease and strokes together 
are the leading causes of premature 
death in New Zealand, and also in 
most countries – including Australia. 
The excellent web-site http://www.
worldlifeexpectancy.com/country-
health-profile/new-zealand reveals that 
heart disease alone is the worst of the 
top 50 causes of death in New Zealand, 
causing 23.24 percent of deaths. Strokes 
cause an additional 10.75%; totalling 
a whopping 33.99% in all. However, 
unlike automotive accidents and many 
cancers, these cases of heart disease 
and stroke are now mostly preventable.

Coronary heart disease and strokes 

are caused by blocked arteries and/or 
blood clots arising from blocked arter-
ies.These blockages can be prevented 
and reversed by an adequate level of 
nitric oxide in the blood. What consti-
tutes an adequate level depends partly 
on the levels of free radicals, and these 
usually come from some foods preva-
lent in the Western diet. If these are 
too high for the body naturally to cope 
with, nitric oxide levels can be boosted 
by orally administered L-arginine.
Thus, these fatal disorders are very 
avoidable.

Free radicals are atoms or groups of 
atoms with an odd (unpaired) num-
ber of electrons and can be formed 
when oxygen interacts with certain 
molecules. Once formed these radicals 

become highly reactive and can start 
a chain reaction. Their main dan-
ger arises from the damage they can 
do when they react with important 
cellular components such as the cell 
membrane. Cells may function poorly 
or die if this occurs. To prevent free 
radical damage the body has a defense 
system of antioxidants. 

Improved diet helps significantly to 
prevent or reverse Cardiovascular Dis-
ease (CVD), but most people find it too 
difficult to achieve this through diet 
alone as that requires a vegan regime. 
The so-called Mediterranean-style 
modified diet on its own can achieve a 
25% improvement but premature mor-
tality is then still at the unacceptably 
high rate of 25.5%.

The Nobel win in 1998 was 15 
years ago, and you’d think that 
by now medical doctors, medi-

cal schools, hospitals, dieticians, phar-
macists and heart health NGOs would 
have cottoned on to the practicality 
and effectiveness of the life-saving dis-
covery of L-arginine diet supplementa-
tion. Have they? 

The answer, unfortunately, here and 
around the world, is no, they have not.

Many if not most health providers 
either are unaware of the message or 
ignore it, or consider that strokes and 
ischemic heart disease are unavoid-
able. They prefer surgical intervention 
such as heart by-pass operations to get 
around blocked zones in arteries, and 
the use of stents to open up less serious 
blocked zones. 

Unfortunately, these surgical inter-
ventions are not permanently effective 
nor do they prevent the blockages aris-
ing in the first place, whereas contin-
ued augmented supply of nitric oxide is 
effective and does prevent blockages of 
arteries.

With these disorders being so com-
mon, you might well wonder how they 
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develop. The answer is, usually gradu-
ally, so you won’t notice. The arteries of 
people eating the typical Western diet 
– which has a lot of free-radical-gen-
erating meat, dairy food, fats and eggs 
– become increasing clogged with fatty 
deposits as they age. Unless, of course, 
they are also taking remedial action. 
Newspapers seem to often have articles 
reporting active people aged in their 
40’s who either have just died or have 
been subjected to surgical intervention, 
because of coronary heart disease. Dia-
betics are even more at risk; typically 
they have a higher rate of coronary 
heart disease. All this applies to us.

As with many things, the discov-
ery of nitric oxide and what it 
does to the interior of arteries 

was a gradual process involving many 
people spanning the USA and the UK.

The most important organ in all this 
is the endothelium. It is a layer of cells 
one cell thick, so fine that it is invisible 
to the naked eye. It lines all the 170,000 
km length of blood vessels in a typical 
human body, and if it were laid out all 
flat side-by-side would cover an area 
equivalent to 8 tennis courts. Its weight 
is about the same as that of the liver.

In 1980 Dr. Robert Furchgott in the 
State University of New York at Brook-
lyn found that the endothelium makes 
a substance that keeps the interior of 
blood vessels smooth and the vessels 
dilated. Its identity unknown, it was 
initially given the name endothelium-
derived relaxing factor (EDRF).This 
eventually turned out to be nitric 
oxide (NO). Later, it was discovered 
that L-arginine converts to NO in the 
endothelium.

Before the role of nitric oxide gas 
as a messenger to the epithelium was 
discovered, some medical doctors had 
been making comparisons between the 
incidence of coronary heart disease in 
ethnic groups of people who typi-
cally ate a vegetarian diet and those 
on a Western diet. In this context two 
names come to mind; Nathan Pritikin 
and Dr. Caldwell Esselstyn. 

Caldwell Esselstyn had been a USA 
army coroner in Vietnam during the 
Vietnam war, and had noted that the 
arteries of young GI soldiers already 
showed advanced atherosclerosis, 

whereas those of the young Vietnam-
ese soldiers (who had a vegetarian 
diet) were remarkably free of that 
disorder. Back in the USA, he applied 
a vegan diet to about 20 people who 
had advanced coronary heart disease 
and who had been sent home to die 
because surgeons could do no more 
for them. Over about 20 years, these 
people survived, and in most cases 
their heart health improved. He wrote 
a book (ISBN 10: 1-58333-300-2) in 2007 
in which he promoted a strict vegan 
diet, based on his experience that the 
body could prevent and cure coronary 

heart disease on its own, in the absence 
of the damaging free radicals derived 
from meat, dairy food, eggs, fats and 
oils and some other foods. He did not 
use or promote the use of supplemen-
tary intake of L-arginine.

In chronological order the next most 
significant person is Dr Joe Prender-
gast, an endocrinologist of California 
who in 1991 discovered by chance at 
age 37 that he had severe and symp-
tomless occluded arteries.To save his 
own life he allied his work with people 
at Stanford Medical School; specifi-
cally Dr John Cooke who was known 
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A VESTED INTEREST?
By Ian Wishart

I
n the medical profession there is often (sometimes 
well-founded) scorn for alternative therapies for major 
issues like cardiovascular disease or cancer.

As previously reported in Investigate, for example, pro-
motion of the book Vitamin D has been the subject of 
complaints to Newstalk ZB on two occasions. The first 
involved an “anonymous” complaint that claims linking 
vitamin D to protection from cancer were “quackery” and 
“false advertising”. When we managed to track back the 
hotmail account the complaint had come from we found 
it had been created by a senior executive with GlaxoS-
mithKline NZ.

Why would pharmaceutical giant GSK be moved off its 
behemoth chuff to try and sideline the Vitamin D book?, 
you might ask. Well, when you consider that a large chunk 
of GSK’s income derives from its own cancer therapies, you 
can see the company might be trying to protect its patch.

The second complaint, the very same day, came from 
the Breast Cancer Foundation, on similar lines. They have 
a relationship with GSK. 

It’s not the only medical charity with ties to big phar-
maceuticals. Likewise the Melanoma Foundation, which 

heavily promotes the use of sunscreens to “protect” 
against melanoma, turns out to be heavily sponsored by 
both pharmaceutical and sunscreen companies. That 
wouldn’t be so bad, if sunscreens actually worked, but 
as the Vitamin D book makes clear, the scientific studies 
overwhelmingly show sunscreens are useless at prevent-
ing melanoma, so claims of “protection” are not only a 
genuine example of “false advertising”, they could actu-
ally kill you or your children. Along the pathway of an 
agonising cancer death however, some pharmaceutical 
companies will make a lot of money from your illness.

But regardless of the active attacks on Vitamin D by 
some sectors of the pharmaceutical and cancer indus-
tries, the science is clear, as a recent 2013 report shows:

“Lack of adequate levels of vitamin D in the body 
increases the risk of death in breast cancer patients, a 
study by Canadian researchers has indicated.

“Researchers at the Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto 
followed 512 women who were newly diagnosed with 
breast cancer. The women had their cancer treated at 
three Toronto hospitals and were tracked for an average 
of 12 years.

“Researchers found that just 24 percent of the women 
had adequate levels of vitamin D. More alarmingly women 
with low vitamin D levels were 94 percent more likely to 

to be studying the remedial effects of 
L-arginine. Learning from Dr Cooke, 
he began administering L-arginine 
to himself, and discovered 10 years 
later, again by chance, that his arteries 
had been totally cleansed. During the 
same period, and after, he prescribed 
L-arginine to his diabetic patients. His 
daily dose was 6gm. Over 18 years and 
treating 5,000 diabetics this way, not 
even one of them had a coronary event. 
Previously, he would have ended up 
sending 30+ percent of them to a heart 
doctor for surgery. Dr Prendergast 

wrote a book in 2006 (ISBN 1-59975-
022-8) about the use of this amino acid, 
and he has many short videos on the 
internet which inform about the topic.

Dr John P. Cooke wrote a book 
(ISBN 0-7679-0881-3) in 2002. He is a 
life-long researcher into heart disease 
and has huge experience with admin-
istering L-arginine as a diet supple-
ment. He was the very effective source 
of advice for Dr Prendergast. This 
book gives an excellent grounding in 
vascular functioning and disease, and 
covers the beneficial roles of many diet 
supplements. He gives many scientific 
references. Unlike Dr Prendergast, 
he also promotes a vegan diet similar 
to that of Dr Esselstyn. Recently in a 
personal communication with a friend, 
he said he ought to write the book 
again, and perhaps the main change 
might be to not recommend the intake 
of supplementary L-arginine within 
6 – 12 months of a heart attack. There 
have been significant advances in the 11 
years since 2002.

In February 2013 the New England 
Journal of Medicine published a paper 
about a Spanish study of the Mediter-

ranean Diet. This study involved 7,447 
individuals (55-80 years old) at high 
risk of cardiovascular disease but with 
no symptoms. All were free of heart 
disease at the start but were at high risk 
for it because of health problems – half 
had diabetes and most were over-
weight and had high cholesterol and 
blood pressure. The study was called 
“PREDIMED” for “PREvención con 
DietaMEDiterránea” (Prevention with 
Mediterranean Diet) and ran from 
2003 until completion in 2011. Partici-
pants were monitored for an average 
of 4.8 years. It showed that this diet 
could reduce premature mortality by 
about 25%; to use New Zealand as an 
example, 33.99% would reduce to 25.5%. 
Presumably, this shows the power of 
L-arginine where the presence of free 
radicals in the diet is reduced but not 
eliminated.

Dr Louis J. Ignarro, the most active 
of the three 1998 Nobel Prize winners, 
has many videos available and one 
inexpensive book (ISBN 0-312-33581-
4), published in 2005. Many of his 
recommendations are similar to those 
of Dr Cooke. However, he is a bit light 
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have their cancer spread to other parts of the body within 
a decade and 73 percent more likely to die from it.”

Take all the chemo and big pharma drugs you like; the 
women in the study above did. But the big difference 
in their life expectancy came down to how good their 
vitamin D levels were.

Vitamin D has also been shown to have a big impact 
on heart health, but the sunshine vitamin also dovetails 
nicely into the nitric oxide debate covered in this main 
article: studies this year have proven that people who sun-
bathe have a massive improvement in their heart health, 
and one of the main reasons is that sunlight striking the 
skin creates nitric oxide, as well as vitamin D.

The European Heart Journal reported three years ago 
that sunlight on skin – either direct or from those much-
maligned sunbeds ironically - had a massive impact on 
cardiovascular health and could save tens of billions of 
dollars a year in medical costs.1

Of course, it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out 
which kinds of companies stand to lose money if tens of 
billions of dollars are removed from the health system 
because they are no longer needed.

Earlier this year the Journal of Investigative Dermatol-
ogy backed up the sunlight/nitric oxide connection when 
it published a groundbreaking University of Edinburgh 

study on sun exposure.2 The jour-
nal noted that for every one death 
from skin cancer, up to a hundred or 
so more people die from heart dis-
ease caused by high blood pressure 
(hyptertension).

Experiments carried out with UVA 
radiation showed a drop in blood 
pressure similar to that achieved 
by commercial drugs. The study 
concluded “…this study provides a 
mechanistic explanation for the 
inverse correlation between sunlight expo-
sure and CVD mortality. Sunlight has beneficial effects.”

Will a medical system heavily reliant on big pharma-
ceutical companies take note of these studies? Don’t hold 
your breath.

References
1. http://eurheartj.oxfordjournals.org/content/
early/2010/03/09/eurheartj.ehq069.full
2. “UVA lowers blood pressure and vasodilates the 
systemic arterial vasculature by mobilisation of 
cutaneous nitric oxide stores”, http://www.nature.
com/jid/journal/v133/n1s/full/jid2013104a.html

on scientific references and has come 
under significant criticism through 
his heavy involvement in the nutrient 
supplement industry.

Meantime, between 2002 and 
2005, the exciting discov-
ery of the important role 

of L-citrulline was revealed. The 
amino acid L-citrulline enables the 
body to make L-arginine through a 
synergistic interaction known as the 
L-citrulline/L-arginine pathway which 
substantially increases nitric oxide 
production. L-arginine present in the 
cells is converted to nitric oxide, creat-
ing the by-product L-citrulline in the 
process. This L-citrulline by-product, 
along with any ingested L-citrulline, 
can be converted back into L-arginine, 
thus creating more nitric oxide. This 
boosting effect of the recycling path-
way is thought to substantially increase 
nitric oxide production.

A normal intake of L-arginine is 
effective in the body for a period of 
maybe an hour. With the addition of 
L-citrulline, this period is extended to 
24 – 36 hours. The body benefits from 

both. L-citrulline occurs naturally in 
food; water melon (especially the white 
rind) is possibly the richest source.

So why is all this not more common 
knowledge, and why is it not being rou-
tinely put into practice by the medical 
fraternity and pharmacists?

The disappointed USA protagonists 
of the nitric oxide treatment for heart 
disease reckon that industry and the 
profession have too much invested in 
factories (the manufacture of stents, for 
example), training and income (heart 
surgery, operating theatres, and so on) 
to risk the loss of their livelihood. I 
have seen the record of one conversa-
tion with a USA doctor in which he 
freely admitted that his $5m annual 
income was more important to him 
than promoting and using low-cost 
life-saving methods. The protagonists 
point out that because Big Pharma can 
not patent these two amino acids, they 
could not earn their desired outrageous 
fortunes by manufacturing them. I sus-
pect that most medical doctors do not 
read the kind of book published by Dr 
Ignarro, for example, nor look at infor-
mational videos from Dr Prendergast.

Unsurprisingly, at least two of them 
have put their money where their 
mouth is, and started up companies 
and distribution networks to make 
L-arginine and L-citrulline more read-
ily available. In New Zealand, Clini-
cians do distribute L-arginine, but 
their product labelling regarding heart 
health is timid. Tasman Health sell a 
blend. Internationally, perhaps the best 
source is a powder named ProAgi9+, 
available from DanHammerHealth.
com in Chicago

Perhaps the major professional 
objection is that there have been no 
refereed long-term (5 years or more) 
trials of these two amino acids admin-
istered orally, either singly or together, 
with resultant scientific papers for doc-
tors to begin to use the resource. In the 
case of L-arginine there is at least the 
compelling evidence of Dr Prendergast 
to go by. For L-citrulline, I am not 
aware that any equivalent information 
exists, and there is mainly the dis-
covery of the L-citrulline/L-arginine 
pathway to rely on.

What I find most disturbing in New 
Zealand is the Heart Foundation. 

http://eurheartj.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2010/03/09/eurheartj.ehq069.full
http://eurheartj.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2010/03/09/eurheartj.ehq069.full
http://www.nature.com/jid/journal/v133/n1s/full/jid2013104a.html
http://www.nature.com/jid/journal/v133/n1s/full/jid2013104a.html
http://www.danhammerhealth.com
http://www.danhammerhealth.com
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The compelling evidence of Dr Prendergast should 
be sufficient to provide a solid starting point for the 

design of one or more scientific trials of practices 
which would truly save thousands of people in New 

Zealand from premature death

You’d think that with a title like that 
and their great web-site, and the highly 
visible street and in-school appeals 
they run, they’d be on the ball. Not a 
bit of it.On the internet they have 50 
sets of web-pages and each of these sets 
usually contains several or many web-
pages. One of their claims is “A suc-
cessful 45 years and over $40 million 
investment in heart health research”. 
Much of the 40 million dollars has 
come from donations through street 
and postal appeals.

I checked out the considerable 
research they have supported dur-
ing the past four years (there are 

four pdf files with the descriptions), 
but could not find any dealing with 
reducing the incidence of vascular 
disease on a national scale through the 
use of either one or both of these two 
amino acids.. 

They promote, both on the internet 
and in newspaper releases, the use of 
the Mediterranean diet, but as I have 
pointed out, this a palliative only, in 
most cases. Surely New Zealand’s 
annual 8331 premature deaths (heart 
5697, stroke 2634) are worth finding a 
better cure for, through either sponsor-
ing independent research, or assisting 
government to carry it out. One of the 
governing board of the foundation is a 
cardiologist at a teaching hospital, and 
four of the Board are involved as health 
professionals.

One has to wonder if, in New Zea-
land, as hypothesised for the U.S.A., 
dealing with the symptoms rather than 
the cause is the priority for health pro-
fessionals. I note that Waikato Hospital 
has just built more operating theatres 
for heart operations. Could it be that 
doing operations and dispensing 
expensive drugs is too lucrative for the 
medical profession to give up in favour 

of an inexpensive prevention and cura-
tive technique?

The compelling evidence of Dr Pren-
dergast should be sufficient to provide 
a solid starting point for the design of 
one or more scientific trials of practices 
which would truly save thousands of 
people in New Zealand from prema-
ture death, and also, for the survivors 
of strokes and heart disease, huge 
incapacity and a drain on family life 
and the national health budget. 

Despite the Foundation’s huge invest-
ment in research and its long history 
(for 45 years) of trying to improve heart 
health in New Zealand, the rates of 
heart disease and the associated condi-
tion of strokes in this country are still 
among the highest in the world. Since 
1998, they have missed taking up a cue 
on how New Zealand might lead the 
world by setting a heart-health example. 
Now is their chance to put that right.

I investigated the massive web-site 
of the NZ Ministry of Health. There 
are many reports available in PDF 
format. This web-site is so vast that it is 
impracticable within the scope of this 
article to do it justice, so I have chosen 
two of the PDF files to comment on.

The first of these is “cardiac_rehabili-
tation.pdf” (August 2002) of 166 pages 
including 9 of references. One early 
statement is that “Since 1970, the age 
standardised death rate from coronary 
heart disease has halved due to pri-
mary prevention and improved disease 
management”. This PDF is based on 
“evidence-based” recommendations.

In graphs on another MOH page, 
“Cardiovascular disease mortality 
rates, by gender, 1990–2009”, death 
rates are given as Males; 340 per 
100,000 declining to 156, and Females, 
208 to 104; which has to be good. But it 
could be better.

The Ministry’s 2012 annual report 

includes “Cardiovascular disease mor-
tality” as follows.

“In 2009 cardiovascular diseases 
accounted for 10,372 deaths, which 
was over one-third (35.5 percent) of all 
deaths in New Zealand (Ministry of 
Health 2012a). Of the different car-
diovascular diseases, ischaemic heart 
disease was the leading cause of death 
(5553 deaths; 19 percent of all deaths), 
followed by stroke (2488 deaths; 8.5 
percent of all deaths).

In 2009 New Zealand’s ischaemic 
heart disease mortality rate was 
slightly higher than the OECD average 
and we ranked amongst the worst third 
of OECD countries (OECD 2011).

Ischaemic heart disease was defined 
as having had a heart attack requiring 
hospitalisation and/or having angina.

“The National Heart Foundation of 
New Zealand and the New Zealand 
Guidelines Group reached a joint 
agreement to develop evidence-based 
cardiac rehabilitation guidelines for 
New Zealand. The Cardiac Rehabilita-
tion Guidelines Team was established 
in August 2000.”

“Two independent literature searches 
were conducted from January 1995 
to December 2000, to find publica-
tions not included in the previous 
guidelines.”

“Between January 1995 and Decem-
ber 2000 approximately 4000 abstracts 
were retrieved. These were then 
evaluated to determine whether the 
full articles would be retrieved accord-
ing to whether the individual articles 
fulfilled the original PECOT criteria 
(specifically the patient population, 
intervention and outcome)”.

Another article worth reading is 
“cvd_risk_full.pdf”, Best Practice 
Evidence-based Guideline 220 pages, 
dated December 2003.

Not only are these main reports now 
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13 and 18 years old and possibly missing 
relevant research, but the criteria are 
somewhat blinkered in that they have 
not included any books, such as that by 
Dr J. Cooke.

It is clear that there is a high degree 
of co-operation between MOH, the 
Health Foundation, Stroke Foundation 
and many others so that they all follow 
the same treatment sheets, and will 
have the same limitations.

Evidence outside their references 
indicates that the regular intake of at 
least 6 gm per day of L-arginine can 
in most instances, render the use of 
aspirin, beta-blockers, ACE inhibitors 
and statins un-necessary, and provide 
complete protection against CVD.

It is high time that MOH and the 
Heart Foundation initiated good long-
term trials of L-arginine at least, to 
eventually save very many people from 
early death or incapacity.

Since all of the 5,000 diabetic 
patients who passed into the practice 
of endocrinologist Dr Joe Prendergast 
during 18 years were prescribed 6 gm 
per day of L-arginine, and as a result 
all were protected from heart disease, 
surely the use of this vital amino acid is 
worth testing thoroughly. No alterna-
tive technique other than being on a 
vegan diet comes close to being that 
effective in combatting CVD.

An examination of the Australian 
Heart Foundation web-site reveals that 
Australians are as deprived as New Zea-
landers are, in respect of being enabled 
to use L-arginine to counteract CVD. 
The benefits of using L-arginine have 
fallen through the cracks in both coun-
tries, and as a result premature mortal-
ity from heart disease is high in both.

NZ: 4 million people, annually 
Coronary Heart Disease 5,697, 23.24%; 
Stroke 2,634,10.75%

Australia: 21 million people, annu-
ally Coronary Heart Disease 24,905, 
21.91%; Stroke 12,347, 10.86%.

My challenge to the medical profes-
sion in both countries is to use the 
hitherto ignored L-arginine/nitric 
oxide biological mechanism to save the 
45,583 lives a year being lost through 
arterial disease, and damage to count-
less others incapacitated to varying 
degrees, none of whom they are saving. 
Or tell the world why they will not.
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U
S policy towards the current tur-
moil in Egypt and the Middle East 
betrays not only confusion and 
self-created impotence, but also 
something not unrecognisably 
far from treachery in very senior 

circles in both the Democrat and Republican parties.
It is now obvious that the Muslim Brotherhood 

is not a political party trying to work as part of 
a democratic, pluralistic system, but a terrorist 
organisation whose aims, like those of al-Qa’ida 
with which it is allied, are the complete domination 
of first Egypt, then the Middle East and beyond. 
Senior Republicans including Ron Paul and former 
Presidential candidate John McCain are among 
those who have joined left-wing democrats in 
demanding the US cut off support to the present 
Egyptian Government – which appears to be all 
that is standing against a possible Muslim extrem-
ist take-over.

Ousted President Mohammed Morsi had quickly 

American foreign policy in the Middle East is on track to 
install Islamic extremist regimes in power throughout the 
region. Obama is backing Syrian fundamentalist rebels 
who have even beheaded the children of Syrian Christians. 
HAL G. P. COLEBATCH examines the events that began in 
Egypt and have rapidly spiralled out of control

Whose Side 
is the US on?

The Middle East

proved himself to be no democrat. In November 
members of liberal parties and representatives of 
Egypt’s churches withdrew from the 100-member 
assembly writing the constitution, protesting against 
attempts by Islamists to impose their will. Morsi 
unilaterally decreed greater powers for himself, giv-
ing his decisions immunity from judicial review and 
barring the courts from dissolving the constituent 
assembly and the upper house of parliament. 

It was the Muslim Brotherhood that assassinated 
President Anwar Sadat – by far the best friend of 
peace the region has produced – for having signed the 
Camp David accords and making peace with Israel.

American conservative commentator Ann 
Coulter says: “Liberals’ rosy predictions for Egypt’s 
Islamic revolution didn’t turn out as planned. Who 
could have guessed that howling mobs in Tahrir 
Square in 2011 would fail to produce a peaceful 
democracy?

“Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak had 
supported U.S. policy, used his military to fight 
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“Peaceful demonstrators do not attack a police 
station with RPGs and kill the police chief and his 

deputies, strip them of their clothes and drag their 
naked bodies down the street

Muslim extremists and recognized 
Israel’s right to exist. So naturally, 
Obama told him he had to go.” 

Another conservative commentator, 
Professor Thomas Sowell, said: “Con-
servatives are playing with fire in call-
ing for aid cutoffs to Egypt.

“Nothing symbolizes the Utopianism 
of our times like both liberals and 
some conservatives calling for us to 
cut off aid to the Egyptian military, 
because of the widespread killings in 
what is becoming a civil war in Egypt. 
Such utter lack of realism from the left 
is not new, but hearing some conserva-
tives saying the same things takes some 
getting used to.

“President Obama’s call for the Egyp-Obama’s call for the Egyp-
tians to end the violence and form an 
‘inclusive’ government, with all factions 
represented, may sound good to many 
Americans. But there is not a snow-
ball’s chance in hell that it will happen 
… Has no one noticed the on-going 
lethal violence between different sects 

of Muslims in the Middle East, or their 
intolerance toward Christians and mur-
derous hatred of Jews? Muslims in some 
other parts of the world have been more 
tolerant, and there have been five female 
heads of state in Muslim countries. But 
not in the Middle East.

“Much is made of the fact that the 
United States gives financial support to 
the Egyptian military that is shooting 
down hundreds, or perhaps thousands, 
of Egyptians in the streets. But we have 
to make our choices among the options 
actually available. With the Muslim 
Brotherhood mounting armed attacks, 
what can anyone rationally expect, 
except shooting on both sides?

“Barack Obama’s Middle East 
interventions have replaced stable and 
neutral despots in Egypt and Libya 
with anti-Western despots and chaos. 
Such is the price of pursuing ideologi-
cal mirages.

“After contributing to the rise of the 
Muslim Brotherhood to power, and 

the disastrous aftermath of that, the 
Obama administration is now publicly 
lecturing Egyptian leaders, and trying 
to micro-manage them from thousands 
of miles away. And some conservatives 
are joining the Quixotic chorus, play-
ing with fire.”

The National Review editoralised 
that: “The security-seeking mili-
tary is a better bet for Egypt’s 

long-term prospects of pluralism 
than are anti-democratic Islamists,” 
It continues that: “American interests 
in Egypt are deep and essential for the 
overall stability of the region.” 

Under the present military regime 
in Egypt the US has over-flight access, 
allowing it to supply its forces around 
the region. It has free passage through 
the Suez Canal and the Egyptian mili-
tary is also “important in the suppres-
sion of Islamist insurgents throughout 
the country, especially the Sinai; and, 
most important, maintenance of the 
peace treaty with Israel.”

In an open letter to President Obama 
the National Salvation Front, a group 
of Egyptian secular political parties, 
stated:

“Mr. President, peaceful demonstra-
tors do not have the capacity to kill 
more than 50 police personnel in just a 
few hours.

“Peaceful demonstrators do not 
attack a police station with RPGs” 
[rocket-propelled grenades] “and kill 
the police chief and his deputies, strip 
them of their clothes and drag their 
naked bodies down the street.

“Peaceful demonstrators do not 
threaten Christians with genocide 
as many of the Muslim Brotherhood 
declared in hate speeches from the sit-
in stage. Peaceful demonstrators do not 
raise the black flags of al-Qa’ida while 
marching with pictures of bin Laden 
and al Zawahri on their chests.

“While the Western media was 
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focusing on the clearing of the sit-ins, 
more than 45 attacks were made on 
Christian installations across Egypt, 
resulting in the torching of 19 churches 
and cathedrals, some built in the 6th 
Century.” 

Coptic and other Christians make up 
about 10% of the population: too many 
to evacuate but too few to present a 
strong self-defence force.

Andrew Doran, who served on the 
executive secretariat of the U.S. National 
Commission for UNESCO at the 
U.S. Department of State, said: “The 
Muslim Brotherhood’s systematic and 
coordinated attacks against Christians 
in Egypt are reminiscent of Kristallnacht 
in Germany in 1938.” The Egyptian Ini-
tiative for Personal Rights, a local NGO, 
says at least 47 churches were torched 
since last week, and that attackers also 
targeted Christian schools, shops, and 
homes across all 27 provinces.

In one case, according to the British 
Daily Mail, a mob looted a Franciscan 
school in suburban Cairo and replaced 
a cross with a black banner resembling 

an al-Qa’ida flag, while nuns were 
marched through the streets “like 
prisoners of war.” The attackers were 
“people chanting pro-Morsi slogans 
and wearing headbands with the 
phrase ‘Muslim Brotherhood’ written 
on them.”

The Maspero Youth Union, which 
documented abuses against 
Christians during Morsi’s year 

in office, also laid blame for the attacks 
on supporters of the ousted leader.

“Maspero Youth Union condemns 
the terrorism Copts are facing now 
in Egypt after supporters of ousted 
President Mohammed Morsi waged a 
retaliation war against Copts and their 
churches, homes and businesses,” the 
group said. 

“Copts were attacked in nine 
governorates, causing panic, losses 
and destruction for no reason and no 
crimes they committed except being 
Christians.” Morsi’s supporters have 
often accused Christians of supporting 
president Hosni Mubarak

“I am terrified,” said Boulos Fahmy, 
the pastor of a Catholic church. “I am 
expecting an attack on my church any 
time now.” Bishop Ibram, head of the 
local Coptic Orthodox church, said he 
had instructed Christians and clerics 
not to resist the mobs of Islamists to 
try and avoid any loss of life. 

“The looters were so diligent that they 
came back to one of the five churches 
they had already ransacked to see if they 
could get more,” he said. “They were 
loading our chairs and our benches on 
trucks and when they had no space for 
more, they just destroyed them.”

Christian houses and businesses 
have been attacked by, according to one 
witness “people chanting pro-Morsi 
slogans and wearing headbands with 
the phrase ‘Muslim Brotherhood’ writ-
ten on them.”

The Muslim Brotherhood’s 
handiwork in Syria – a little 
Christian girl beheaded by 
fundamentalist Syrian rebels
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If Islamist extremism can be defeated in a major 
Islamic country, this is a hopeful pointer towards 

an international victory for moderate Islam

Morsi’s supporters have often 
accused Christians of supporting 
President Hosni Mubarak.

There are reports of churches having 
to close for the first time in 1,600 
years. It seems highly unlikely that, 
in the event of its coming to power, 
the brotherhood would tolerate the 
continuing peace process with Israel. 

When White House press 
secretary Josh Earnest was 
asked by Fox News cor-

respondent Ed Henry if President 
Barrack Obama has a “red line” beyond 
which he would act against Muslim 
attacks on Egyptian Christians, Ear-
nest joked, “Well, I didn’t bring my red 
pen out with me today.” At the time of 
writing there is no sign of the Obama 
White House making moves to defend 
the Christians or even to encourage 
their defence by the Egyptian military.

The present trial of strength between 
the brotherhood and the Army looks 
like a winner-take-all situation. If 
Islamist extremism can be defeated in a 
major Islamic country, this is a hopeful 
pointer towards an international 

victory for moderate Islam. Conversely, 
if the brotherhood wins in the current 
trial of strength, it will be a victory for 
Islamic extremism around the world.

In these circumstances the attitude 
of the US Government, and even 
important sections of the Republican 
Party in supporting the brotherhood 
against the Army is incomprehen-
sible. The argument given is that the 
Army came to power through a coup, 
overthrowing the brotherhood’s Morsi. 
For several reasons this is simply child-
ish. I have previously pointed out that 
whether or not it is ethical to support a 
“coup” depends on the context. A suc-
cessful coup against Hitler, for exam-
ple, would have benefitted the world.

Meanwhile, the Obama administra-
tion has suspended aid to Egypt’s mili-
tary, while not publicly declaring that 
the ouster of former President Moham-
med Morsi in July was a coup.

A spokesman for Senate Judiciary 
Chairman Patrick Leahy, who also 
heads the Appropriations Subcommit-
tee on State and Foreign Operations, 
said that military aid has been put on 
hold. Leahy’s “understanding is that 

aid to the Egyptian military has been 
halted, as required by law,” 

Two administration officials said 
White House lawyers decided the law 
called for temporarily restricting mili-
tary aid in the event of a coup, but did 
not mandate a public announcement 
about whether a coup had actually 
taken place. 

“The decision was we’re going to avoid 
saying it was a coup, but to stay on the 
safe side of the law we are going to act 
as if the designation has been made for 
now,” said one official. “By not announc-
ing the decision, it gives the administra-
tion the flexibility to reverse it.”

Publicly, the administration has 
indicated that $585 million of the 
promised 1.3 billion in military aid 
for fiscal 2013 is not officially on hold 
because it is not technically due to be 
delivered to Egypt until the end of the 
fiscal year on Sept. 30.

President Barack Obama last week 
condemned the Egyptian military’s 
crackdown on civilians but did not 
directly address the aid issue, saying the 
administration was reviewing all aspects 
of U.S. cooperation with the military. 

“While we want to sustain our rela-
tionship with Egypt, our traditional 
cooperation cannot continue as usual 
when civilians are being killed in the 
streets and rights are being rolled 
back,” the president said. 

Obama also announced that joint 
military exercises with Egypt have 
been cancelled. 

State Department spokeswoman, Jen 
Psaki, said no final decision has been 
made on any aid to Egypt but acknowl-
edged that some economic support has 
been temporarily suspended. Not for 
the first time, this raises the question: 
whose side is Obama on?

Ann Coulter concludes: “Liberals 
made fun of Sarah Palin for not being 
able to define ‘the Bush doctrine.’ Can 
Obama tell us what ‘the Obama doc-
trine’ is? Leap in only to make the rest 
of the world a more dangerous place?”
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The U.S. economy has unaddressed woes that 
neither U.S. President Barack Obama and 
his liberal friends nor Speaker John Boehner, 

R-Ohio, and his Tea Party rebels are willing to 
admit or address.

The new normal – growth at 2 percent, Wall 
Street grabbing massive wealth and creeping 
impoverishment on Main Street – is nothing new. 
President George W. Bush’s recovery was equally 
anemic and the benefits similarly lopsided.

Prior to the financial crisis, ordinary Americans 
borrowed from banks to finance a spending binge 
and housing and stock prices rocketed. When 
homeowners and car buyers couldn’t make pay-
ments, the housing market crashed and retirement 
accounts tanked with stock prices.

This time, the Obama administration has racked 
up huge federal deficits and the Federal Reserve has 
helped finance those by buying massive amounts 
of long-term Treasury securities and bonds issued 
by government-owned Federal National Mortgage 
Association and Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corp. – Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

All the while, the underlying causes of weak 
private sector growth go unaddressed – China’s 
protectionism that steals American manufactur-
ing jobs, bans on offshore drilling that keep the 
United States dependent on oil imports and tied 
down in endless Middle East wars, healthcare 
costs as much as double those in Europe that make 
exports uncompetitive, an increasing concentra-
tion of bank deposits at large Wall Street institu-
tions not much interested in lending to small 
businesses, burdensome regulations that raise the 
cost of investing and jobs creation and an Internal 
Revenue Service witch hunt against reform-minded 
entrepreneurs who dare speak publicly.

Nothing the Obama administration or the right 
wing in the U.S. House of Representatives proposes 
does squat to fix those. Instead, they reflexively 
quarrel and cling to ideological remedies patterned 
after past failures.

In the face of all this, the Fed has been purchas-
ing about $85 billion each month in long-term 
bonds to push down borrowing rates and boost the 
housing and auto industries.

Easy money is a  
painkiller, not a cure

invest by peter morici

Wider benefits – for example, banks lending 
cheap money to small businesses – haven’t mate-
rialized, because entrepreneurs are too terrorized 
by government regulators and a politicized IRS 
to invest, and the big banks would rather gamble 
with the money than make honest loans. JPMorgan 
Chase’s admission of wrongdoing in the infamous 
London Whale derivatives trading fiasco is just the 
tip of near-criminal activity in Manhattan.

At its most recent policymaking meeting, the Fed-
eral Reserve was expected to begin dialling back on 
bond purchases but balked, because economic growth 
and the jobs market have simply not improved as 
much as Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke anticipated.

The fact is those won’t adequately improve until 
the president stops campaigning and starts seeking 
pragmatic and less anti-business solutions and the 
GOP stops clinging to myths like health savings 
accounts can replace Obamacare and bring down 
the prices of medical costs.

Easy money is like a narcotic drug – it can make 
a terrible toothache feel better but it won’t fix it. 
Taken long enough, it becomes addictive and 
wrecks your health.

Cheap money is causing housing prices in many 
markets to overinflate, stock prices to rise and 
many companies with failing business models to 
stay afloat by selling junk bonds to investors bet-
ting they can collect some quick returns and sell 
out before those businesses and bonds fail.

Now if the Fed stops buying all those bonds and 
lets interest rates rise, new bubbles will burst in the 
housing and stock markets, mortgages will again 
fail and bankruptcy courts will be jammed by fail-
ing enterprises.

Meanwhile, healthy growth doesn’t happen. 
Since January, the economy has added 815,000 part-
time positions but only some 35,000 more Ameri-
cans report finding full-time work.

The Fed’s easy money policies won’t fix much but 
it can’t stop printing money, lest the economy col-
lapses altogether.

Peter Morici, an economist and professor at the 

University of Maryland Robert H. Smith School of 

Business, is a widely published columnist.
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gadgets

1Airocide
Airocide is different from 

any other air purifier you’ve 
ever heard of or tried because 
it’s not a filter. This technology, 
developed by NASA, clears the 
air of virtually 100% of Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOC’s) 
– the harmful gasses emitted 
by products you have around 
your home, like aerosol sprays, 
cleaning supplies, disinfectants, 
hobby supplies, dry-cleaned 
clothing, building materials, 
paints and paint thinners, 
strippers, pesticides and even 
air fresheners. This device also 
completely eliminates all mold, 
fungi, viruses and bacteria 
(all major causes of allergy 
symptoms) that enter the 
chamber. Nothing is captured so 
there is nothing to clean. All that 
exits is crisp, clear air, with zero 
ozone emissions.
www.airocide.com

1 2

3
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3Sony HX50

Take hold of the textured grip 
and capture your next adventure 
with ultra-sharp precision. Not 
only does this compact, 20.4MP 
beauty deliver an impressive 30x 
optical zoom, actions shots appear 
clearer thanks to advanced 3-way 
image stabilization. You also get full 
manual control for more creative 
shots and 1080/60p movie 
recording for smoother footage. 
You can even map your memories 
with built-in GPS tagging and 
accessorize with a wide variety of 
available extras. Zoom in incredibly 
close for great sports, travel and 
wildlife photos. The Cyber-shot 
HX50 camera boasts a powerful 
30x optical zoom plus 60x Clear 
Image digital zoom technology to 
bring you near enough to capture 
the most distant details – from 
leaves on the trees, to smiles on 
the soccer field. 
www.sony.com

4Fitbit Flex
This slim, stylish device is 

with you all the time. During the 
day, it tracks steps, distance, and 
calories burned. At night, it tracks 
your sleep quality and wakes you 
silently in the morning. Just check 
out the lights to see how you stack 
up against your personal goal. It’s 
the motivation you need to get out 
and be more active. Flex allows you 
to set a goal and uses LED lights 
to show how you’re stacking up. 
Each light represents 20% of your 
goal. You choose which one – steps, 
calories, or distance. It lights up like 
a scoreboard, challenging you to 
be more active day after day. Flex 
never sleeps, even when you do. 
Continue to wear it all night and it’ll 
measure your sleep quality. Your 
dashboard will reveal how long you 
slept and the number of times you 
woke up to help you learn how to 
sleep more soundly. It’s like magic.
www.fitbit.com

2BOSE QC 20
Consider them your go-to 

headphones, wherever you go. 
The first in-ear noise cancelling 
headphones from Bose give 
you more control over how you 
listen than ever before, in all 
kinds of environments. Block the 
outside world with full-on noise 
reduction. Or, choose Aware 
mode and let some of it in – all 
while keeping your headphones 
on and your music alive with 
lifelike Bose sound. Wherever 
your day takes you, QC20 
headphones keep you connected. 
To the beat of your music, and 
the pulse of what’s around 
you. QC20 headphones let you 
experience music on the go as 
never before. You’ll enjoy lifelike, 
digital sound quality that stands 
out from the noise around you 
– plus the freedom of an in-ear 
headphone.
www.bose.com

http://www.airocide.com
http://www.sony.com
http://www.fitbit.com
http://www.bose.com
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2Galaxy S4 Mini
The beautifully slim 

design of the GALAXY S4 Mini 
means you can take it with 
you anywhere and anytime. 
Outstanding CMF with a vivid 
& wide 4.3 inch HD AMOLED 
display delivers great aesthetics 
without compromising 
performance. The outstanding 
hardware performance enables 
you to do more tasks easily and 
quickly. Upgraded processor, big 
enough memories, embedded 
high resolution camera system, 
and various connection options 
offer you a confidence to 
face endless challenge which 
turns daily routine into special 
moments. Integrated native 
applications deliver various 
smart functions and services 
seamlessly. Enrich your life with 
a personal assistant wherever 
you go.
www.samsung.com

3Scanadu Scout
A scanner packed with 

sensors that enables anyone to 
conduct sophisticated physical 
exams – in a snap.  As if it is 
reading your mind, the Scanadu 
Scout detects problems early. It 
potentially decreases hospital 
readmissions, and the costs of 
managing chronic conditions for 
patients and insurance companies 
alike. Yep, all that just by placing it 
on your forehead. Imagine all the 
other possibilities. It’s no accident 
that doctor visits start with 
checking your vital signs. Scanadu 
Scout provides you with access 
to valuable data which your body 
provides every day. Don’t let that 
precious information get lost; 
use Scanadu Scout to analyze, 
track, and trend your vitals with 
unprecedented simplicity. Your 
body’s information where it 
belongs: in your hands. 
www.scanadu.com

4Unit Portables
Unit 01 is our very first Unit, 

a smart, reliable bag developed 
for one of your most precious 
possessions: your computer. 
Unit 01 is delivered in a package 
together with the two smaller 
pouches, Unit 02 and 03, the 
ultimate stuff pouches designed 
to carry your phone, wallet or 
charger. Unit 02 and 03 are 
attachable on the inside or outside 
of Unit 01 making it possible to 
design your bag according to your 
own needs – that’s the beauty 
of Unit Portables! The front and 
inside of each main Unit features 
strips of heavy duty material with 
loops across each strip. These 
strips allow for each individual 
unit to be attached using solid 
poppers to hold them in place. It 
is this system that allows you to 
add, remove and fully customize 
your Unit Portables computer bag. 
www.en.unitportables.com

1VAIO Pro 11 
The world’s lightest 

11.6” Ultrabook laptop. With 
uncompromising attention to 
detail and a passion for design, 
the VAIO Pro is an expertly 
engineered and extremely durable 
and weighs only 0.87kg The 
carbon fiber construction keeps 
it light but also helps protect 
it from the rigors of the road. 
The 11.6” Full HD 1920 x 
1080p touchscreen LCD with 
TRILUMINOS Display for mobile 
creates incredibly true, natural 
shades of colors – just the way 
you want to see them. Thanks 
to a new-generation technology 
that makes colors purer and more 
distinct with a wider color range, 
giving images a heightened sense 
of depth. Equipped with IPS (in-
plane switching) technology so 
you can enjoy a crisp image from 
any viewing angle. 
www.sony.com

1
2

3 4

http://www.samsung.com
http://www.scanadu.com
http://en.unitportables.com/
http://www.sony.com
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With the new Nexus 7, Google has taken 
a tablet that was already very good and 
made it great.

The original Nexus 7, which the search giant 
debuted last year, was a well-built, powerful and 
compact. It had fairly high-resolution screen that 
ran a streamlined version of Android and carried a 
bargain price of just $200.

The only real reservation I had about it was its 
lack of available content _ the selection of movies, 
games and television shows in the device’s native 
digital store was poor compared to what was avail-
able for Apple’s iPad and Amazon’s Kindle Fire.

With the new Nexus 7, which Google unveiled 
this summer, the company has largely addressed 
that shortcoming while making the device better in 
numerous ways.

The new Nexus 7 is lighter and thinner than 
the previous model, but still feels solidly built. 
Although it’s still thicker than Apple’s paper-thin 
iPad Mini, the difference is minimal, and the 
Nexus 7 weighs less than Apple’s device.

It also sports a powerful new processor. I put the 
Nexus 7 through a battery of tests that are designed 
to measure the capabilities of smartphone and tab-
lets’ application and graphics processors. Google’s 

tech by troy wolverton

Google’s new tablet 
outshines Samsung’s
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tablet blew the tests away, in most cases far exceeding scores 
posted by rival devices. While these tests sometimes don’t 
mean much in the real world, with the Nexus 7, you actually 
can appreciate its speed. It’s just snappier and more respon-
sive than other tablets, quickly launching apps and speedily 
switching between them.

But the highlight feature of the updated device is its new 
screen, which has more than twice as many pixels as that of its 
predecessor. That gives the new Nexus 7’s display a pixel den-
sity that’s about equal to that of the “retina display” in Apple’s 
iPhone 5 and greater than that in Apple’s full-sized iPad.

What that means for you and me is that text is ultra-sharp 
and readable, even at small font sizes. It also allows the 
device to display movies and television shows in full 1080p 
high definition, something its predecessor couldn’t do.

The screen is beautiful. My only quibbles about it are that 
I wish it were a bit larger and a bit wider. I prefer the 8-inch 
screen size, because devices with those screens offer much 
the same portability as the Nexus 7, but are able to display 
larger text and icons that can be easier to read or interact 
with. I also like devices that have more squarish screens, 
because they can be held and used more easily in both verti-
cal and horizontal orientations.

But there are other things to like about the new Nexus 7, 
because Google has made plenty of other upgrades. It now 
has a rear camera, for example. It’s only 5 megapixels, but 
that’s pretty much the standard for tablets. It has stereo 
speakers, unlike its predecessor. And the base model of 
the Nexus 7 now has 16 gigabytes of memory, up from 8 
gigabytes previously. Google will soon offer two different 
32 gigabyte models, one of which will be able to connect to 
cellular data network.

According to Google, the Nexus 7’s battery should endure 
9 hours of “active use.” I didn’t test that precisely, but the 
device did last for more than a day of intermittent use with-
out needing to be recharged.

Since the first Nexus 7 debuted last year, Google has 
greatly improved the offerings in its Play store. All of the top 
20 movies and most of the top TV shows in Apple’s iTunes 
store are now available through Play. The games selection is 
more hit or miss, but it’s better than before.

Some consumers may be unhappy that the storage space 
in the Nexus 7 isn’t expandable; unlike many other Android 
tablets, it doesn’t feature a memory card slot. But that didn’t 
concern me that much, since much of the content you might 
want to enjoy on the device will likely be stored in the cloud.

The base price of the new Nexus 7 
is $30 more expensive than last year’s 
base model. But the $230 price is actu-
ally the same amount Google charged 
for the 16 gigabyte version of last year’s 
model, so the company can argue that 
it hasn’t raised its price.

Regardless, it’s well worth the price. 
The Nexus 7 is a great gadget.

I couldn’t say the same of another 
new tablet, the 8-inch version of 
Samsung’s Galaxy Tab 3.

Google Nexus 7 
Troy’s rating: 9.0 (out of 10)

Likes: Inexpensive; lighter and thinner than last year’s 

model while adding a rear camera and stereo speakers; has 

a high-resolution display, zippy new processor; available 

offerings much better than before

Dislikes: Base model more expensive than last year’s; 

game selection still spotty; would have preferred a larger, 

wider screen.

Specs: 1.5 GHz quad-core processor; 7-inch 1920 x 1200 

display; 1.2 megapixel front and 5 megapixel rear cameras;

Price: $230 for 16 GB Wi-Fi-only model; $270 for 32 GB Wi-

Fi-only model; $350 for 32 GB Wi-Fi and LTE model

Web: www.google.com/nexus/

Samsung Galaxy Tab 3
Troy’s rating: 7.0 (out of 10)

Likes: Thin, light with ideal-sized screen; custom software 

offers cool features like the ability to recognize when some-

one is looking at the device.

Dislikes: Relatively low-resolution screen; processor offers 

middling performance; customized Android interface is 

annoying to use.

Specs: 1.5 GHz dual-core processor; 8-inch, 1280 x 800 

display; 1.3 megapixel front and 5 megapixel rear cameras.

Price: $300

Web: www.samsung.com

With the new Nexus 7, which 
Google unveiled this summer, 
the company has largely 
addressed that shortcoming 
while making the device better 
in numerous ways

While I like the size of the Galaxy Tab’s screen, the device 
is inferior in many other ways to the Nexus 7. Its screen is 
of much lower resolution than that of Google’s device and 
looks far less sharp when compared side to side. Its proces-
sor placed in the middle of the pack compared to other 
Android tablets and smartphones in my tests. And unlike 
the Nexus 7, the Galaxy Tab 3 has Samsung’s customized 
interface running on top of Android that I find less easy to 
use and just too busy.

To be sure, the Galaxy Tab 3 is not a bad device. It’s well-
built. It’s lightweight. And it offers some cool features. For 
example, it won’t shut off its screen if you are looking at it.

But for $300, I wish it were more compelling than that. 
Because the Nexus 7, with its great screen and zippy proces-
sor, is a much better deal.

http://www.google.com/nexus/
http://www.samsung.com
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College student Emma Strub has been known 
to take pictures of herself 15 to 20 times a 
day.

Alone or with friends, smiling or making a goofy 
face. She shares most of them on photo-messaging 
app Snapchat, posts others to Instagram, Twitter or 
tumblr.

She, like so many of her peers, is a master of the 
smartphone self-portrait – the selfie.

While the selfie is as ancient as MySpace, the 
snapshots are surging across social media plat-
forms. On Instagram, there are more than 36 
million photos tagged #selfie, 98 million tagged 
#me and countless others without the identify-
ing hashtags. On Snapchat, users exchange more 
than 200 million photos and videos a day. They’re 
particularly popular among teens and tweens, and 
a staple for image-obsessed celebrities like Justin 
Bieber and Rihanna.

Depending on whom you ask, selfies are either 
the latest form of self-expression or portraits of 
narcissism on the rise, society in decline.

Even Strub, 20, acknowledges the absurdity: 
“Selfies are so stupid, but then I’m sitting here tak-
ing 25 at a time.”

Yet the selfie’s popularity suggests something 
beyond frivolous self-aggrandizing. It hints at a 
rapidly growing preference for online conversa-
tions that prioritize images over words. Clearly, 
there is a symbiosis between smartphones, social 
media and selfies.

“Our phones have front-facing cameras for a 
reason. It’s to take pictures of ourselves,” said Greg 
Swan, an avid selfie snapper and vice president at 
public relations firm Weber Shandwick. “People 
want to share pictures of themselves and what 
they’re doing.”

Influencing technology
Apple introduced the front-facing camera with the 
iPhone 4 in 2010, the same year the photo-sharing 
social network Instagram was born. Then, in 2012 
came Snapchat, which exploded in popularity as 
users traded photos that then vanish.

Video-sharing app
Vine was launched in early 2013 without the ability 
to record through the smartphone’s front-facing 
camera, only to add that feature in a later update. 
Hello, video selfie.

When snapping a picture or video is so easy, 
and there are so many social networks on which to 
share them, why not?

“They’re funny and they make me smile and I 
can remember the moment later,” said Strub. “It’s 
definitely a way of expressing yourself and putting 
yourself in a light that you can control.”

Yet that focus on image online, especially among 
young teens, has some worried about a self-
absorbed society. After all, research from Harvard 
University showed that social media users get a big-
ger neurochemical buzz from sharing information 

“Selfies” are changing  
the way we communicate

online by katie humphrey
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about themselves than sharing information about others.
“There (are) a lot of mixed messages about selfies,” said 

Pamela Rutledge, a psychologist and director of the Media 
Psychology Research Center.

She doesn’t see any harm in selfies – people have always 
liked to see themselves in photographs and sought approval 
from others – but understands why some people recoil at the 
sight of so many self-portraits.

“It violates some of those Protestant work ethic kinds of 
values, how you’re not supposed to brag and you’re not sup-
posed to glorify yourself and all of that,” she said.

A picture says a thousand words
While there are plenty of pictures posted with the goal of 
getting “likes” for a cute outfit or new hairdo, experts say the 
onslaught of selfies is changing the way we communicate. 
Why text “I’m happy” when you could post a picture of your 
smiling face?

“An image is a much more powerful means of communi-
cation,” Rutledge said. “We’re becoming more fluid with text 
and images supporting one another.”

Snapchat, in particular, pushes communication through 
images. The photo is front-and-center, and users can choose 
to add a short caption or doodle on the image before send-
ing it. Fewer words, more pictures.

Because the photos disappear (for the most part) in 10 
seconds or less, it’s less about looking good and more about 
conveying an authentic moment.

“It’s a fun way to talk,” said Kelly McCloskey, 13, of Min-
netonka, Minn., a regular Snapchat user. “It’s just kind of 
cooler because you get what they’re saying more.”

Selfie aficionados say the snapshots are a quicker, often 
more effective way of sharing information.

“Can you imagine me writing, ‘I’m standing in front of 
the “Spoonbridge and Cherry.” It’s gorgeous. The water’s 
coming over the cherry and the sun is out,’ “ Swan said. “No. 
Instead, it’s a selfie shot of me in front of the ‘Spoonbridge 
and Cherry’ with the skyline in the background.”

That’s the kind of communication Alec Erdahl, 11, had in 
mind as he prepared for a baseball game on a hot summer 
afternoon.

In the car, uniform on, he made a face of dread and 
snapped a selfie.

“Going to baseball with 99 degree weather! #gonnamelt,” 
he wrote, posting the picture on Instagram.

Erdahl’s stepdad, Sean Lanahan, said he’s heard kids say 
the photos help them feel connected, especially in the sum-
mer when they don’t see their friends as often.

“It keeps that connection visually, which is more impact-
ful than just a simple text,” he said, his stepson nodding in 
agreement.

Such selfie taking, it seems, is contagious.
When Lanahan’s travel plans changed in the middle of a 

recent trip, stranding him in Washington, D.C., for an unex-
pected layover, he slipped into the city.

“I thought the kids might get a kick out of me standing in 
front of the Capitol and White House,” he said.

Lanahan snapped a selfie.

Selfies 101: A how-to guide
For some, selfie taking comes naturally. For everyone else, 

the experts interviewed for this story – tweens, teens and a 

couple of honest adults – offer some tips.

1. Hold steady
“If the first one is blurry, retake it,” said Alec Erdahl, 

11. Even a photo of a goofy face should be in focus. If 

you can’t hold steady, maybe ask a friend to take the 

snapshot. (Yes, a selfie technically is a picture you 

take yourself, but there seems to be some rule-bend-

ing among the younger set. If you post a picture of 

yourself that you’ve purposely posed, it counts.)

2. Try, but not too hard
“You’ve got to make sure it looks good,” said Sarah 

Shipman, 13. But not too good. And no fishing for 

compliments, a la “Look how cute I am today!” That’s 

tacky.

“You can fall into a trap of oversharing things that are 

meant to make yourself look good,” said Greg Swan, 

who prefers silly in-the-moment snapshots.

3. Mix it up
No duckface every time. “A lot of people joke and 

say if you look good in a Snapchat, you’re doing it 

wrong,” said Yusra Murad, 16. “The uglier the Snap-

chat the stronger the friendship.”

4. Keep it appropriate
“Make sure it’s OK if the whole world saw it,” said 

Kelly McCloskey, 13. Nothing ever really goes away 

on the Internet.
5. Amateur mistakes
Other signs of selfie amateurs? Arms in the photo. 

“My dad takes them with arms in them all the 

time,” said Emma Strub, 20. But that’s OK. It’s about 

expressing yourself. “You do you. You own it,” Murad 

said. “Give it your all and I’ll probably ‘like’ your photo 

if it shows up in my feed.”
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science by sandi doughton

In an experiment that sounds like science fiction, 
a University of Washington researcher was able 
to transmit signals from his brain across campus 

and cause a colleague’s fingers to move.
The scientists believe it’s the first time two 

human brains have been directly connected via the 
Internet.

“It wasn’t spooky or weird at all,” said cogni-
tive neuroscientist Andrea Stocco, whose hand 
twitched in response to brain signals from Rajesh 
Rao, professor of computer science and engineer-
ing. “It’s just like when you have a nervous tic.”

Several neuroscientists dismissed the experiment 
as little more than a publicity stunt, but Rao said 
one of the goals was to demonstrate it’s possible to 
meld minds in a very rudimentary way using what 
are now standard tools.

“We want to bring this conversation to the front, 
to discuss the ethical and moral issues that this 
kind of experiment raises,” Rao said.

Conducted earlier this month, the experiments 
grew out of Rao’s research on brain-computer 
interfaces that can allow paralyzed people and oth-
ers to control devices with their thoughts.

In February, researchers at Duke University 
reported on their work connecting the brains of 
two rats, one in North Carolina and one in Brazil. 
When the first rat pressed a lever, signals from its 
brain were transmitted to the second rat, which 
mimicked the action.

And this month Harvard scientists reported 
transmitting brain signals from a human to a rat, 
causing the animal’s tail to move.

In both cases, electrodes were inserted directly 
into the rats’ brains.

The UW experiments didn’t involve any invasive 
probes – just silly-looking caps.

In his lab, Rao coated his head with conductive 
gel and pulled on an electrode-studded cap that 
looked like something the swimming movie star 
Esther Williams might have worn. Connected to a 
standard electroencephalography machine, the cap 
captured electrical signals generated in Rao’s brain.

Across campus, Stocco was wearing a cap with 
a magnetic coil positioned over the portion of the 
brain that controls hand movement. The coil was 
part of a transcranial stimulation system, another 

Scientists connect two 
brains via the Internet
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standard technology that uses magnetic fields to stimulate 
brain activity.

Stocco sat with his hand resting on a keyboard, unaware 
of when the experiment would start and unable to see or 
hear any of the other scientists.

Both men tried to remain perfectly still and empty their 
minds – which wasn’t easy, Rao said.

“You have to be very focused. My performance was very 
bad at first.”

Rao kept his eyes on a computer screen, where a simple 
video game was underway. He imagined moving the fingers 
on his right hand to fire a cannon and shoot down a target 
in the game.

Within less than 15 milliseconds – as the signal from Rao’s 
brain was transmitted across campus to the magnetic coil 
on Stocco’s cap – Stocco’s right hand moved, hitting the 
space bar on the keyboard as if he were the one playing the 
computer game.

“It was really exciting,” Stocco said. “It wasn’t my brain 
that was moving my hand, it was Raj’s brain.”

But many neuroscientists, including Lee Miller at North-
western University, were unimpressed.

“This is another in a recent series of hyped neural interface 
‘experiments’ that does very little to advance the state of our 
science,” he said. “As a classroom demonstration, it would 
undoubtedly be fun and instructive. Groundbreaking science 
it is not.”

None of the technology used in the UW experiment is 
new, Miller pointed out. Nor does the experiment pro-
vide any insights that might be useful in the quest to help 
patients with spinal cord or other paralyzing injuries.

Philip Sabes, of the University of California pointed out that 
the UW scientists announced the experiment with a news 
release and by posting videos and a description of the project, 
rather than submitting their results to a journal for peer review 
– the standard way in which scientists vet their research.

“While such demonstrations may be compelling to non-
scientists, I am concerned that the publicity they garner has 
unwanted side effects in a false sense of progress for patients 
and their families or, for others, unwarranted fear that 
scientists are working toward ‘mind control,’ “ he wrote in 
an email.

Rao said he and his colleagues decided to get the word 
out quickly, rather than waiting more than a year to publish 
their results, because they feared getting scooped on a proj-
ect they’ve been planning for two years.

The first set of experiments were simply a proof-of-princi-
ple, he said. Now that the team knows it will work, they plan 
to follow up with more extensive experiments and submit 
the results for peer review.

While the vision of one person’s brain controlling another 
person’s body conjures Mr. Spock’s Vulcan mind meld and 
the avatars of James Cameron’s blockbuster film, the reality 
is much less sexy and likely to remain so for a long time, Rao 
added.

“What we showed is that we have the technology to do a 
very, very simple form of direct brain-to-brain communica-
tion,” he said. “It’s a very small step.”

The first set of experiments were 
simply a proof-of-principle. Now 
that the team knows it will work, 
they plan to follow up with more 
extensive experiments and submit 
the results for peer review
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In good Stead

THE YELLOW BUOY
By C. K. Stead
Auckland University Press, $25.00
By common assent, C. K. Stead is our 
most distinguished senior man of letters. 
Parenthetically (so to speak), the gender-
equal woman of letters now seems to 
have annexed the literary imagination, 
though the tellingly bisexual Susan 
Sontag might – alas, the recent victim 
of cancer’s cruel claw – have qualified. 
Alas, Susan was somewhat a man hater 
and preferred her “men” Euro and gay. 
Roland Barthes was an admired chum. 
Hey, I almost forgot the highly gifted 
Elizabeth Smither would also be a suit-
able candidate.

Like Vincent O’Sullivan and Ian 
Wedde (and to some degree the 
reviewer), Stead has had a distin-
guished career in poetry, short stories, 
novels, literary criticism and essays as 
well as university professor. In Stead’s 
case he took an early retirement to 
write – a career move which has proved 
highly fruitful. In his long career he 
has published 16 volumes of poetry 
since 1963 as well as two volumes of 
short stories, 12 novels, a memoir, 
seven volumes of literary criticism, 

and edited six books of essays, letters 
etc, making a total of 44 books. At 80, 
Stead is still tall, youthful of face, and 
gives every indication that another 
decade of literary productivity is virtu-
ally a certainty.

As a lecturer – I was a student of 
his in 1961 – he was never less than 
lucid. He has also until recently been 
a lively combatant in literary debate, 
both written and oral. He has crossed 
swords or fallen out with Albert 
Wendt, Witi Ihimaera, Alistair Pater-
son, Louis Johnson, Lauris Edmond 
and the whole motley crew of the 
Wellington literary mafia, who are as 
narrow minded as the Spanish Inquisi-
tion (especially about the truth) and 
who have no hesitation in applying 
unspeakable literary torture to obtain 
confession of that most heinous of 
literary sins – that of being an Auck-
lander, especially one who possesses 
literary talent. 

Continuing the list of Steadian 
adversaries, let us add Alan Loney, 
Fiona Kidman, Vincent O’Sullivan, 
Maurice Shadbolt, Russell Haley, 
Andrew Motion, Blake Morrison, and 
the reviewer. For reasons best known to 
the bald one, he will not engage with the 
reviewer despite two previous vitriolic 
attacks (plus the one you’re reading). It 
seems that Karl has not mellowed but 
descended into linguistic meltdown.

Stead’s career began in the early 
1960s with the publication of The New 
Poetics, a short but typically lucid 
analysis of Yeats, Pound and Eliot 
which earned him a worldwide reputa-
tion (80,000 copies!) and was credited 
by Nobel Prize winner Seamus Heaney 
with opening up Eliot to him.

At about the same time Stead pub-
lished his first book of poetry, Whether 
the Will is Free, which contained sev-
eral well known Stead classics such as 
Night Watch in the Tararuas, Pictures 
in a Gallery, and Whether the Will 

bookcase by michael morrissey

is Free – all excellent and deservedly 
celebrated poems.

Alongside these fine poems were 
lesser, more lightweight poems such as 
the ponderously solemn Dialogue From 
a Northern Shore, the humorous (?) The 
Fijian Police Band Performs in Albert 
Park Auckland – “Pom! Pom! Pom! 
Pom! Pom!” goes one hilarious line. 
Then there is the spectacularly slight 
Address to Two Cats.

His second book of poetry, Cross-
ing the Bar, was also a mixture of the 
highbrow and lighter poems that might 
have been more fruitfully gathered in a 
volume entitled In a Lighter Vein.

With the publication of his third 
book Quesada: Poems 1972-74, Stead 
had sunk to such cliche-ridden lines 
as “the twang of an ancient wire, the 
words of an ancient song”. In Walk-
ing Westward, Stead unleashes some 
cheap shots at Russell Haley (“the best 
Yorkshire surrealist writing in New 
Zealand”) including some of Haley’s 
party-occasion bon mots – an irony 
having regard to Stead’s own four let-
ter expletives aimed at the reviewer, 
followed by a slammed down receiver. 
Stead, it seems, is capable of a savage 
quip himself.

Stead’s poetry has settled into a cosy 
pattern that makes little demand of the 
reader – nor presumably of the writer. 
Compared to the taut, testing work of 
Vincent O’Sullivan, Stead’s work does 
not compare favourably with Stephen 
Oliver (arguably our best living poet), 
Dinah Hawken, Geoff Cochrane, 
Elizabeth Smither, Gregory O’Brien, 
Ann French, Michael Harlow, Tony 
Beyer, Ian Wedde, Bernadette Hall, Bill 
Manhire. Nevertheless, the erroneous 
notion that C. K. Stead is a first class 
poet persists.

Stead’s latest book, The Yellow Buoy, 
continues to exhibit his consistently 
maintained weaknesses rather than 
demonstrate his sporadic strengths. The Using the question and answer format, 

it lists 182 queries spread over 234 
pages of deliciously fact-studded 
information about New Zealand’s 
quirky flora and fauna plus geography, 
geology, history, oceans and weather
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penchant for pastiche adaptations such 
as Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Waltz 
by Diabelli, which borrows from Wal-
lace Stevens’s Thirteen Ways of Looking 
at a Blackbird, is a case in point. Then 
there is the heartfelt yet almost gush-
ingly sentimental Frank (guess who). 

By contrast, there are some excellent 
lines such as “That’s what they fear, not 
death, but that life might become one 
very long senior moment” and “damp 
demeaning dreams”. Well done Karl! 
Top hole! And it’s only his early poems 
that stand up well.

Despite the onslaught of postmodern-
ism and whatever has gone beyond that, 
Stead is still writing poems invok-
ing ancient figures such as Ovid and 
continues to lean on Catullus for poetic 
support – poems that are tired, old fash-
ioned and out of touch with contem-
porary poetic practice. Rather than the 
conversational poem, Stead has given 
us the chatty poem which comes across 
as curiously smug – lacking in poetic 
pressure (to quote an early criticism of 
Stead’s work), fresh syntax or original 
metaphors. The poet has nodded off at 
the wheel and the gentle susurration 
whistles down the corridor of the muse 
sounding, in the poet’s words, like “one 
very long senior moment”.

In other words, Stead’s oeuvre is 
poetic stuff, not poetry. It’s so old 
fashioned, with its nudge-nudge refer-
ences, it’s like your grandmother’s tea 
cosy and will only serve to keep the pot 
lukewarm. 

THE ENGLISH:  
A Field Guide
By Matt Rudd
William Collins, $27.99
This is one of the funniest books I have 
ever read. No, let’s be fair, it is the fun-
niest book I have ever read. Apart from 
its exquisitely mordant, laugh at your 
own nation sort of wit, it is aggressively 
up to date in its references. 

How many times have you read 
about Simon Cowell in a book? And 
if you don’t have instant brain-brand 
recognition of the name, he is the guy 
who gets paid millions on the popular 
musical talent show to tell contestants 
that their voice sounds like a cat being 
dropped, presumably meowing, off the 
Empire State Building. The poor sing-

er’s ego is instantly crushed and we, 
the sadistic audience, howl in our TV 
lounges. Well, at least Simon Cowell is 
funny, albeit in a nasty kind of way.

In Aotearoa, alas, we have some of 
the least funny standup comedians in 
the world. Perhaps they should be sit 
down comedians? But I digress. Here is 
a sample of Rudd’s wit:

“You can now buy a fifty inch televi-
sion for less than 200 pounds in the 
supermarket. So we are all sitting 
closer to televisions that are bigger. 
Why haven’t we noticed the walls are 
moving in?

“You might not have noticed because 
you are Kazakhstani oligarch or a 
Premier league footballer’s wife and 
you have a separate media room. I 
haven’t got a separate media room. I’d 
like a separate media room but there 
are many things that need to happen 
before I get one, including the death/
departure of my wife and/or the freez-
ing over of hell.”

I guess humour is one of those things 
that, like any preference, can be a 
highly personal affair. For the reviewer, 
this is a “hold your sides before they 
split open” sort of stuff.

Still not convinced? 
How about a footnote description of an 

early form of the guillotine which must 
have provided ghoulish spectator sport:

“The Halifax Gibbet was a West 
Yorkshire forerunner of Monsieur 
Guillotine’s invention, first used in 
1286. It came with a sporting chance. 
If you could withdraw your head from 
the block after the blade was released, 
you could go free. The opposite of bat 
the rat with an outside chance of a Last 
of the Mohicans style scalping.”

I don’t quite follow the references in 
the last sentence but I’m sure I’d be gig-
gling if I did. Also I wonder if anyone 
ever escaped the Halifax Gibbet by 
pulling their head out in time?

And here’s another:
“Old people on trains are very dif-

ferent from the old people on buses. 
I can’t offer a scientific explanation 
but they’re meaner, tougher, bonier. I 
would guess that it has something to do 
with pensions. The old people on buses 
have retired. Everything has gone quite 
well. They aren’t even having to pay for 
their bus passes. They are just riding 

around on the bus, looking out of the 
window, wondering if it’s Tuesday or 
Wednesday because Tuesday is jam 
roly-poly day and Wednesday is fish 
fingers..... But on my morning train, 
they are still going to work and they 
are just totally pissed off about it.

“This manifests itself in different 
ways. For example, there is Old Person 
A who always gets the 8.47. You would 
recognise her because she keeps her 
head tightly wrapped in a scarf to 
prevent it from exploding. She has a 
scowl so intense it could melt the nylon 
face off a child’s favourite soft toy. She 
stands where she thinks the doors of 
the train will stop. As the train pulls 
in, she turns to granite, preventing 
anyone from bustling her along as they 
walk with the doors. Walking with the 
doors is a fundamental right of every 
English commuter. If we had a consti-
tution, it would be the third amend-
ment (after ‘Every person shall have the 
right to find Julia Bradbury annoying’ 
and ‘Every person shall slack off a bit 
on Bank Holiday Friday’). If the train 
goes a little further up the platform 
than where she has dug herself in, she 
turns from granite to the bad guy’s 
chariot in Ben-Hur and shreds anyone 
standing between her and the button 
on the door.”

If you aren’t laughing by now, you 
are either a German or a Grey Lynn 
feminist. 
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movies by michael phillips & colin covert

Someone’s watching in Closed Circuit

C losed Circuit, starring Eric Bana 
and Rebecca Hall as a pair of 
sleek English defense attorneys 

who make those Old Bailey wigs look 
positively haute, opens with security-
camera screens, first four, then eight, 
then 12, then 15, dispassionately record-
ing street activity and anonymous 
passers-by in London’s Borough Mar-
ket neighborhood. A truck appears on 
one of the screens. The music signals 
trouble. A bomb explodes. More than 
100 people die.

The rest of this confidently mounted 
exercise in omnipresent insecurity 
concerns the accused Muslim terror-
ist, who has ties to an earlier bombing 
in Munich, and the lawyers assigned 
to defend the apparently indefensible. 
There is, of course, a conspiracy afoot. 
If there weren’t, you wouldn’t be here, 
in paragraph two of a review of a Brit-
ish paranoia thriller.

As spun by screenwriter Steven 
Knight, who wrote the very good Dirty 
Pretty Things and Eastern Promises, 
that conspiracy comes with a certain 
air of familiarity and a few plot holes. 
The thing about plot holes is that 
they’re a pretty dull discussion point, 
because they involve what’s missing, 
not what’s there. Directed unfussily 
and well by John Crowley, Closed Cir-
cuit has enough on the ball in terms of 
atmosphere and crafty performances to 
take your mind off the gaps in logic.

The serious point inside this semise-
rious diversion is this: What happens 
behind locked doors, in the name of 
national security, has a way of giving 
character actors such as Jim Broadbent 
(as the Attorney General) and Ciaran 
Hinds (as the protagonist’s faithful 
sounding board) reasons to lower 
their voices lest someone overhear 
what they’re muttering about. The 
suspected bomber, a haunted presence 
in the hands of actor Denis Moschitto, 

acquires not one but two defenders. 
Bana plays Martin Rose, who works 
with his client in a closely watched 
public trial. But the state, Rose is told, 
has unearthed evidence so sensitive it 
must be revealed only in private, and 
for this separate trial, special advocate 
Claudia Simmons-Howe, played by 
Hall, is assigned to defend the bomber.

Rose and Simmons-Howe were lov-
ers once and therefore are ineligible 
to proceed with their state-appointed 
duties. They proceed anyway, hop-
ing to keep their past liaison a secret. 
The movie builds its case on vignettes 
designed to unsettle without being too 
crushingly obvious about it. To wit: 
Hall’s character, at home, alone, spies 
a book slightly askew on her shelf, 

indicating the recent presence of an 
intruder likely armed with sophisti-
cated bugging equipment. Meanwhile 
in a wittily realized parallel, Bana’s 
character steps into the same London 
taxi twice (or maybe more often; he’ll 
never know) in an improbably brief 
time span. “We’re being managed,” he 
tells his former lover. It’s so much nicer 
than saying someone’s on your tail.

The satisfactions of the film are in 
seeing what a screen full of excellent 
players can do to steer you around the 
holes. Bana never quite seems enough to 
anchor a picture for me; all the same, he 
acquits himself sharply here. And Hall 
is one of the best actors in contemporary 
movies, able to leap past horsy exposi-
tional monologues in a single bound and 
humanize a forbidding character.

Simpler and less nuanced than Tinker 
Tailor Soldier Spy, Closed Circuit (drab 
title) keeps its head down and does its 
job like a reliable midlevel secret agent.

CLOSED CIRCUIT
Cast: Eric Bana, Rebecca Hall, 
Julia Stiles, Ciaran Hinds
Directed by: John Crowley
Running time: 96 min
Rating: R for language and 
violence
GGG

The satisfactions 
of the film are 
in seeing what 
a screen full of 
excellent players 
can do to steer you 
around the holes
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I n Getaway, Ethan Hawke plays a vet-
eran auto racer named Brent Magna. 
And that’s really all you need to 

know. A movie that gives its hero such 
a dorky mock-macho name isn’t likely 
to have a lot of imagination to fuel the 
rest of the picture. This high-speed, 
high-impact car chase caper is cre-
atively running on fumes and four flat 
tires.

It doesn’t have a plot, really. It’s more 
a first draft of an outline of a notion. 
Brent Magna’s wife is kidnapped. Brent 
Magna must follow the kidnapper’s 
instructions to keep Mrs. Brent Magna 
alive. Brent Magna is ordered to race 
through the city streets in a hot rod, 
creating chaos. Brent Magna scatters 
many pedestrians, sideswipes many 
police cars and careens around many 
corners. It reads better than it plays. 
Getaway is not a movie, it is a list of 
traffic violations.

In theory this material could be the 

basis for a stupidly awesome live-
action cartoon, but that would call for 
a stratospheric level of self-awareness 
and filmmaking ingenuity. This is not 
Crank, the intentionally outrageous 
Jason Statham movie. This is a movie 
for people who view Crank and don’t 
get the irony.

Getaway takes place mostly inside 
a speeding car at night, focusing on 
Hawke’s grimacing face, giving the 
action a serious lack of visual variety. 
The chase scenes are ugly, smeary, 
low-res messes that resemble video 
from a bargain-brand cellphone. 
Director Courtney Solomon mimics 
Tony Scott’s cut-cut-cut style without 
understanding how to edit those frag-
ments coherently.

It’s unclear why the film is set in 
Sofia, Bulgaria. Perhaps it’s because 
the city has an endless supply of stupid 
patrol officers, who think they can run 
a supercharged Shelby Super Snake 

Mustang off the road with their Fiat-
style police cruisers.

Jon Voight appears as The Voice, 
a disembodied pair of lips seen in 
closeup, who sends Brent Magna his 
orders via Skype. Selena Gomez plays 
an abrasive little spud who leaps into 
the car and just happens to know the 
key to the convoluted plot. Hawke’s 
unchanging expression is a “what 
have I got myself into” gape that could 
reflect his character’s plight, or his own 
chagrin at signing on for this disgrace. 

The movie’s title contains the review: 
Get away.

GETAWAY
Cast: Ethan Hawke, Selena 
Gomez, Jon Voight
Directed by: Courtney Solomon
Running time: 90 min
Rating: PG-13 for intense action, 
violence and mayhem
No stars

This is not Crank, the intentionally 
outrageous Jason Statham movie. This 
is a movie for people who view Crank 
and don’t get the irony
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Amy Brooke

In a recent column, US talk radio host 
Dennis Prager maintained that most 
of the ideas dominating public educa-
tion in America have worked against 
students, teachers, and the country, 
and he laid out how to fix them in a 
proposed ‘principal’s commencement 
speech’ for students: 

“First, this school will no longer hon-
our race or ethnicity. I could not care 
less if your racial make-up is black, 
brown, red, yellow or white…if your 
origins are African, Latin American, 
Asian or European…if your ancestors 
arrived here on the Mayflower or slave 
ships… The only identity I care about, 
the only one this school will recognise 
is your individual identity…your char-
acter, your scholarship, your humanity. 
And the only national identity this 
school will care about is American”. 

His inspirational address should help 

us to carry the fight to our ministry.
New Zealanders need the same edu-

cation revolution. Worried parents, well 
knowing something is rotten within our 
system, and making financial sacri-
fices to send their children to private 
schools, are becoming shocked at the 
sell-out of even Catholic schools to the 
State curriculum; the State agenda; the 
pernicious promotion of sex education. 
To this we can add the general dumbing 
down of the curriculum, now heavily 
geared to prioritising Maori triumpha-
lism (i.e. a highly censored version of 
life within the barbaric, revenge-seeking 
and cannibalised culture of pre-
European New Zealand. One primary 
teacher, for example, tells me that no 
matter what subject she is actually 
teaching, she has to show in her official 
self-assessment that she is targeting 
Maori-only specialness).

Parents I know withdrew their 
child after one day only at a Catholic 
primary school. With these no lon-
ger run by dedicated nuns and well-
educated priests, they encountered 
an indifferent new entrant teacher; a 
song-sheet where 13 of approximately 
15 songs were in today’s inauthentic 
“Maori” – no translation supplied; and 
a school which has bought into the 
inappropriate and frenetic jump-jam – 
daily pop-based workouts not too far 
removed from Korean rapper gangnam 
style and inappropriately pushing pop 
lyrics (I want you to be my man..) at 5 
year olds… Its well-meaning principal 
ignorantly maintains that learning 
spelling has had its day.

Everywhere good teachers are 
targeted, parents disturbed at what 
they are encountering in schools 
once respected as bulwarks of basic 
traditional values, inescapably based 
on Christianity. Its emphasis on the 
intrinsic worth of every individual, 
regardless of colour, gender, race or 
creed, directed our young towards the 
pursuit of truth, what is worthwhile 
and enduring. 

Moreover, according to the minis-
try, what is “relevant” is a damaging 
emphasis on utterly inappropriate 
racial promotion and preferment. The 
pursuit of excellence, the only real rel-
evance for any worthwhile society, has 
long gone. Our apparatchiks prioritise 

Once there were standards, genuine standards. The puppeteered Ministry of Mis-
education has seen to removing these. But worse, the compliance of what should be 
genuinely conservative organisations who used to know what standards were – such as 
the church schools – has let us all down.

Worried parents, well knowing something 
is rotten within our system, and making 

financial sacrifices to send their children to 
private schools, are becoming shocked at the 

sell-out of even Catholic schools to the State 
curriculum; the State agenda; the pernicious 

promotion of sex education

Shame on church 
schools selling out
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part-Maori above all other races, aim-
ing to lock such children into a myopic 
viewpoint within their own restricted 
world – a move cynically underpinned 
by powerful iwi, conning their own 
people to increase neo-tribal influence 
and bargaining power. 

At another Christian college the 
principal is gunning for a highly-
effective teacher determined to actually 
teach, braving politicised requirements 
to deflect children to access computers 
instead. Formerly “child-centred edu-
cation” is now reinvented as “enquiry 
learning/teaching.” Another Catholic 
school, heavily promoting pop/rock 
music, has abandoned genuine teach-
ing and literacy skills in favour of all 
work being computer-centred, each 
child required to own and use one. The 
damaging consequences are obvious.

It is by no means accidental that 
a sexualised pop culture is pushing 
further down into all primary schools, 
with juvenilized teachers excitedly 
boasting that their classes are learning 
Lady Gaga-type trash. The now racially 
divisive Nelson College for Boys has 
lost the respect it once had as a fine 
academic college. Quite incredible was 
what was foisted off on a secondary 
classes’ set song contest – not any of 
the great traditional songs for boys, but 
the demeaning lyrics of “Beam me up, 
Buttercup…. I could be your toyboy…” 
No wonder so many demoralised males 
feel under attack. Nor is it irrelevant 
that National Radio’s highly embar-
rassing “The best song ever written” 
programme produces not forgivably 
favourite songs (with some special 
meaning, perhaps, to those requesting 
one) but third-rate banalities invoked 
as “best” songs… 

Gradually, the knowledge of what is 
first-rate, of what is in fact worthwhile 
knowledge – of exciting and wonderful 
worlds to explore – has been side-lined; 
knowledge passed down to us of other 
peoples, other cultures, the history of 
the world itself; stories of pivotal battles 
won, and lost. For example, Lepanto, 
in 1571… What would have happened 
if that great Muslim push to subjugate 
the West had not been defeated by the 
young Don Juan of Austria, half-brother 
of Philip II of Spain of Armada fame? 
– in reality a decent, honourable king, 

kind and faithful to his older wife, the 
troubled Queen Mary I, half-sister to 
Elizabeth II – a far more scheming and 
murderous Queen, but romanticized by 
liberal historians.

History, geography, mathematics, 
science, great art, our finest poetry and 
literature – these have enriched us – 
together with the classical music and 
opera which brings to a halt flash-mob 
crowds listening with wonder to music 
they have never before been offered. 
And what of the wonders of discoveries, 
often made at enormous cost…or of the 
classical languages of Greek and Latin, 
deliberately and destructively removed 
from our schools? Why are important 
second languages not (as overseas) being 
taught at an optimum age?

Once the schools’ curricula were 
worthwhile, doors and windows open-
ing for their new entrants onwards. In 
our grandparents’ time, children leav-
ing primary school far more knowl-
edgeable, literate and arithmetically 
competent, could enjoy reciting favou-
rite poetry. A working class pocketed 
Dickens, Thackeray, Shakespeare…
poets like Tennyson, Byron, Shelley, 
Browning. Today, most New Zealand-
ers have never encountered the best of 
our writers and poets – nor been made 
aware of what they had to teach us.

Dr Elizabeth Rata’s recent article in 
the New Zealand Herald centred on 
the deliberate demotion of knowledge 
in favour of centre-staging “skills” – 
a blatantly destructive move by the 
Ministry of Education which cannot 
be unaware that genuine skills must 

depend upon on a bedrock of knowl-
edge. But then this bureaucracy has 
long been infiltrated by acknowledged 
neo-Marxists committed to destroying 
Western democracy.

What little ground we have recap-
tured from this destructive politburo 
was brought home to me when I recall 
it is now over a decade ago since I 
addressed a conference of primary 
school principals, critiquing that same 
dangerous, basically ridiculous theory, 
as did Dr Rata’s recent article.

Far from making progress in claim-
ing back this country, for the sake of its 
children, we are up making little head-
way against a hydra-headed ministry 
repackaging and recycling its deliber-
ately dumbed-down, doctrinaire edicts.

“New” trendy theories continue to 
be foisted off on our schools by this 
bureaucracy, dishonestly promoting its 
duplicitous theories and arguing the 
effectiveness of “national standards” – 
which are nothing of the sort. Culpa-
bly, some church schools, including 
Catholic schools, are among the worst 
at abandoning the fight for the truth of 
these issues. Shame on them.
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Christine M. Flowers

I’ve sat in countless church pews, all over the world. I’ve listened to homilies in French, 
Spanish, English, Italian and – the most beautiful of all – Latin. I’ve spent hours gazing at the 
refraction of light through stained glass windows, lighted countless candles, and knelt on 
so many kneelers that my shins carry the permanent indentation of the lifelong Catholic.

The cross is in the crosshairs

I’ve always taken for granted that I can 
enter by the front door, sing loudly 
in celebration, seek communion and 
absolution without worrying about who 
might be looking on. Unquestionably, 
I live my faith in the light of day. This 
week at Mass, I was reminded of those 
who can’t when the priest asked me to 
pray for my brothers and sisters who are 
forced to seek God in the shadows, and 
risk their lives in the search.

In most of the Western world there is 
no such thing as true religious persecu-
tion. This is not to say that people of 
faith don’t come up against discrimi-
nation. Those who’ve challenged the 
health care birth-control mandate 
know that the current administra-
tion is not particularly sympathetic to 
claims of religious freedom. Worse, it 
has become obvious that anyone who 
questions the validity of same-sex 
marriage based upon strongly held 
religious principles can expect to be 
called a bigot and, perhaps, find him-

self slapped with a civil-rights lawsuit, 
as recently happened to a wedding 
photographer in New Mexico.

After the abolishment of prayer in 
public schools we pat ourselves on the 
back because of our tolerance for those 
who choose not to believe. This is prob-
ably a good thing, even though you 
can’t help but note the glee with which 
certain groups greet the heavy-booted 
march of secularization. They don’t 
want to torture people of faith, but they 
don’t mind making them sweat.

But sweating and being the object 
of suspicion or derision is nothing 
compared to what is going on in the 
rest of the world, places where own-
ing a Bible is a death sentence (North 
Korea) and going to Mass is a suicidal 
act (Nigeria).

Unfortunately, this doesn’t attract 
the attention of the homegrown media, 
because we in the West have a problem 
seeing religious folk as victims. (We 
also find Miley Cyrus and her imper-

sonation of a slut to be much more 
interesting.)

Americans in particular are more 
accustomed to complaining about the 
Catholic Church’s attempt to “impose” 
its views of abortion on the rest of us, 
or we see the file video of the Westboro 
Baptist kooks and equate theology with 
pathology. We also prosecute parents 
who refuse to give medical treatment 
to their children in the name of “reli-
gious freedom” and prefer “Interior 
Design” to “Intelligent Design.” It’s all 
part of the balancing act.

Tragically, there is no balancing in 
some parts of the world, particularly 
when it comes to Christians. In the 21st 
century, the cross is in the crosshairs, 
and the most brutal attacks are reserved 
for those who follow Jesus. This is not 
to diminish the historical persecu-
tion of Jews, which is, perhaps, the 
only similar template that we have for 
deadly intolerance. The Holocaust is the 
single worst incident of religious-based 
violence in modern memory (with the 
possible exception of the extermination 
of Armenians by the Turks.)

But as Archbishop Charles Cha-
put observed in an afterword to the 
book Persecuted: The Global Assault 
on Christians, “We are living in an 
age of intensifying, anti-Christian 
persecution.” 

Again, it is hard for the average 
American to understand how perilous 

Tragically, there is no balancing in some 
parts of the world, particularly when it comes 

to Christians. In the 21st century, the cross is 
in the crosshairs, and the most brutal attacks 

are reserved for those who follow Jesus
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it is for a Christian to openly profess 
his faith in a place like, for just one 
deadly example, Iran. Pastor Youcef 
Nadarkhani sat in a jail cell for years 
under a death sentence because he 
converted from Islam to Christianity. 
In Iraq, Catholic students were mur-
dered on their way to school. In China, 
an elderly priest was abducted, never 
to be heard from again. In Pakistan, a 
woman was given a death sentence for 
insulting Muhammad.

And this past month, Egypt’s Coptic 

Christians saw their worst fears real-
ized as the persecution that had begun 
decades ago increased exponentially 
as the Arab Spring became a summer 
of hell. Churches were burned, nuns 
brutalized, worshippers murdered, and 
the rest of the world called it a “politi-
cal problem.”

This is not about politics. This is 
about human rights. Westerners need 
to realize that just because we prize our 
“freedom from religion” and stand on 
top of that euphemistic wall screaming 

“Keep your rosaries off my ovaries,” 
people in other parts of the world are 
dying for their faith. And most of them 
are dying at the hands of people who 
subscribe to a twisted vision of Muham-
mad’s prophecy, one that feels threat-
ened by believers in Christ. It is the 
same mentality that motivated Hitler to 
destroy God’s chosen people, the same 
diseased rationale that led Stalin to burn 
the churches and imprison its children.

Wake up, people. It’s 1939 all over 
again.

 An Egyptian woman cries outside a church 
in Egypt’s northern city of Alexandria. A car 
bomb outside the church killed at least 21 
and Egypt’s Health Ministry put the number 
of the injured at 43. /NEWSCOM


